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”To such an extent does nature delight and abound in variety that
among her trees there is not one plant to be found which is exactly
like another; and not only among the plants, but among the boughs,
the leaves and the fruits, you will not find one which is exactly
similar to another.”

– Leonardo da Vinci
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As the poet said, ”Only God can make a
tree.”, probably because it’s so hard to
figure out how to get the bark on.

– Woody Allen
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Abstract

Structure and function of trees and larger systems such as groups, stands or whole
forests undergo constant change. Ongoing functions and processes require and promote
changes in structure. Altered structures and thus altered environments on the other hand
bring about a changed functioning. This circular feedback between structure, functioning
and local environment is an essential aspect to the understanding of tree-dominated
ecosystems. Since structure and function are so firmly interwoven, increased knowledge
about structure considerably contributes to insights into functions and processes of
forest and urban trees. The understanding of dynamics, growth and competition of
individual forest trees and even ecosystem functions and benefits of urban trees gains as
well.

Spatial explicit structure however, is hard to quantify at levels of detail exceeding
what classical dendrometrical methods are able to provide under reasonable efforts.
LiDAR measurements in general and in regards to individual tree attributes, terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) in particular, have been increasingly developed and refined during
the last decade. Yet, only relatively few studies have utilized the potential of TLS
measurements beyond the scope of pure methodology so far. This thesis contains a
strong methodological aspect in regards to the advancement of information gain from
TLS data as well. Nonetheless, the application of the developed approaches is an integral
part as well in order to contribute to the understanding of actual ecological questions.

Besides research paper II of this thesis, which is mainly a demonstration of the po-
tential value of TLS data for tree modeling, in order to investigate a broad range of the
many aspects of tree structure, this thesis is based on (i) structural properties of tree
crowns and their intra- and interspecific variation, (ii) structural dynamics during the
process of gap closing and (iii) tree structure and its implications for ecosystem functions
and services in varying urban environments. Over the course of the respective studies,
studies on Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.), European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.),
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Abstract

black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) and small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata Mill.) have been
conducted.

Significant variations in structure between species but also between varying envi-
ronmental conditions such as stand-mixture or the type of urban environment have
been found during all involved studies. Norway spruce and European beech showed
morphological differences between mixture types which contributes evidence to the
understanding of mixing effects on stand growth. Through principal differences of
crown shapes and the resulting opportunity to occupy niches in the canopy which
would normally already be occupied or at least more heavily contested by trees of the
same species, the available space above-ground may be filled by photosynthetic organs
more thoroughly. The dynamics of space conquering during the recapture of generated
forest gaps revealed further differences between both species and their preferences in
short- to mid-term resource allocation. While spruce invested additional above-ground
resources mainly into dbh growth, beech heavily invested into the fast and sweeping
lateral crown extension. Black locust and small-leaved lime as well displayed signifi-
cantly different morphologies and allometric relations and in regards to some structural
attributes showed significant alterations between different urban environments. The
detailed information about crown structure assists in understanding urban ecosystem
functions and services such as air pollution reduction, temperature regulation or noise
mitigation.

viii



Part I.

Cumulative Thesis

This dissertation is based on investigations contained in the following four original

articles.
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Research Paper I: Bayer, D., Seifert, S., Pretzsch, H. (2013).
Structural crown properties of Norway spruce (Picea abies
[L.] Karst.) and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) in
mixed versus pure stands revealed by terrestrial laser
scanning. Trees 27:1035-1047

Journal Impact Factor 1.842
(https://link.springer.com/journal/468, 21.10.2017)

Summary

The development of tree morphology within mixed-species stands is a key factor for the
understanding and modeling of mixed-stand dynamics. Most research however, focuses
on the morphological variation between different tree species and neglects the variation
within members of the same species growing under different competitive circumstances.
In contrast, this study addresses structural crown properties of mature Norway spruces
(Picea abies [L.] Karst.) and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) regarding their variation
within a species depending on intra- and interspecific competition.

In order to achieve this, individual trees of both species growing in mixed-species as
well as pure stands have been scanned using a Riegl LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser scanning
device. Through the development and application of a novel skeletonization approach, it
was possible to gain detailed information about the inner crown structure. The obtained
parameters include branch angles, branch shapes, branch lengths, branch bending,
ramification, detailed crown volume and growing space occupation of branches within
the crown. Many of these parameters were hardly accessible so far under reasonable
efforts in a non-destructive manner. The presented methodologies proved to be suitable
to gain detailed information about the morphological traits of tree crowns independently
of species. In contrast to automated skeletonization attempts, the applied semi-manual
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CUMULATIVE THESIS Research Paper I: Bayer et al. 2013

skeletonization yields robust results independent of species which can be applied in
dense environments like forest stands.

Significant differences between trees growing in pure stands and in mixture could
be identified. Norway spruce revealed significantly longer branches and larger crown
volumes growing in the mixed stand environment when compared to the pure stand.
European beech’s members of the mixed-species stand featured flatter branch angles,
stronger ramification, greater crown volumes and a lower share of an individual branch’s
space occupation within the total crown volume. The results show, that interspecific
competition can significantly influence structural traits of tree crowns.

Author Contributions Dominik Bayer conducted the scan acquisitions, prepared and
preprocessed the raw TLS data. Dominik Bayer conceived, designed, developed and
applied the skeletonization procedures including the programming tasks as well as
the statistical analysis. Dominik Bayer wrote the manuscript, Stefan Seifert and Hans
Pretzsch contributed to the writing.
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Research Paper II: Beyer, R., Bayer, D., Letort, V., Pretzsch, H.,
Cournède, P.-H. (2017). Validation of a functional-structural
tree model using terrestrial lidar data. Ecological Modelling
357:55–57

Journal Impact Factor 2.363
(https://www.journals.elsevier.com/ecological-modelling, 21.10.2017)

Summary

Three-dimensional, individual tree and forest data is more and more attained by terres-
trial laser scanning (Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis 2010; Pretzsch et al. 2011). The increased
accessibility of high resolution spatial data enhances the simultaneous development
of methodologies allowing for robust and destruction-free acquisition of quantitative
structural parameters describing crown shape and even a crown’s inner components
such as branches as well as their size and shape (Bayer et al. 2013). 3D TLS data is
however not yet utilized in the parametrisation and validation of spatially explicit tree
models, apart from a few exceptions, e.g. Potapov et al. (2016).

In order to evaluate the tree growth model presented by Beyer et al. (2017c), 3D
TLS data was used besides long-term forest inventory and allometric data. Using a
Riegl LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser scanning device, the sub plot 3 of the experimental
site ”Fabrikschleichach” was scanned. At the time the scans were acquired, the stand
was comprised of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) at the age of 180 years. Due to
the difficulties caused by occlusion of crown parts covered by neighboring trees and
even parts of a tree’s own crown, the trees were scanned in leafless state. The scanner’s
position was optimized in such a way, that the visibility of the desired crowns was as
unrestricted as possible. To further maximize the detection of inner crown parts, the
scanner’s last-target mode and combinations of multiple single scans covering different
angles of the crowns were used.
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CUMULATIVE THESIS Research Paper II: Beyer et al. 2017

The measured relative twig densities and the simulated relative leaf density were
found to be structurally similar concerning shape and size. Applying an appropriate
metric, they proved to be reasonably close, illustrating how LiDAR data can be used
to analyze the results of spatial simulations of functional-structural growth models.
Considering the future potential, especially in the scope of technical advancements of
LiDAR devices, tree growth modelers may benefit from close collaboration with LiDAR
practitioners.

Author Contributions Dominik Bayer and Robert Beyer are joint first authors. Do-
minik Bayer designed and conducted the TLS scan acquisition. Dominik Bayer prepared
and preprocessed the raw TLS data. Robert Beyer designed and conducted the com-
parison to Beyer et al. (2017c). Robert Beyer, Dominik Bayer, Véronique Letort, Hans
Pretzsch and Paul-Henry Cournède contributed to the writing of the manuscript.
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Research Paper III: Bayer, D., Pretzsch, H. (2017). Reactions
to gap emergence: Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.)
increases growth while European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.)
features horizontal space occupation – evidence by
repeated 3D TLS measurements. Silva Fennica. 51:5, article
id 7748, doi.org/10.14214/sf.7748

Journal Impact Factor 1.495
(https://www.silvafennica.fi/issue/issue/2322, 21.10.2017)

Summary

One of the main driving factors of species-specific competition and productivity within
forest stands lies in the dynamics of forest gap emergence and closure. Tree mortality
caused by competition, storm damage, bark beetle attacks, thinning and various other
kinds of disturbances repeatedly cause openings in the canopy as well as vacancies in the
root space. In the past, these forest gaps were mainly of interest regarding the mosaic-
cycle concept of natural unmanaged ecosystems. During the course of the ongoing
transition from monocultures towards more complex and heterogeneous mixed-species
stands however, artificially generated gaps play a fundamental role (Burschel and Huss
1997; Puettmann et al. 2012; Drössler et al. 2016). Yet, classical dendrometric methods
are hardly capable of time- and cost-effectively measuring the three-dimensional tree
structure, crown dynamics and space occupation non-destructively.

Three artificially created forest gaps from 2006 to 2012 using a Riegl LMS-Z360 during
2006 and 2008 and a Riegl LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser scanning device during 2010 and
2012 have been observed. The gaps consisted of Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.)
and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) growing in pure stands and mixed-species
stands. The main objectives were to scrutinize (i) the species- and gap type specific effect
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CUMULATIVE THESIS Research Paper III: Bayer and Pretzsch 2017

of gap emergence on the crown structure and allometric relations on tree level, (ii) the
conquering of the newly available above-ground resources and (iii) the development of
the crown cover within the gap area concerning space occupation and multi-layering.

The analyzed gap development suggests, that Norway spruce invests freshly available
above-ground resources into increased growth of dbh and biomass in general. Spruce
displays significantly higher resilience against loss of crown mass induced by mechanical
damage as well. European beech reacted differently. Additional above-ground resources
are invested primarily into accelerated occupation of new growing space within the
canopy. The stand type, meaning pure or mixed-species, had no significant impact on
the major observed factors of gap dynamics. It is likely that the sheer abundance of ad-
ditional light immediately after gap emergence overshadowed the different mechanisms
of inter- and interspecific competition during the first years of gap closure.

Author Contributions Dominik Bayer conducted the laser scan acquisition. Dominik
Bayer conceived, designed and implemented the methodologies as well as the statistical
analysis. Dominik Bayer and Hans Pretzsch wrote the manuscript.
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Research Paper IV: Bayer, D., Pretzsch, H., Moser, A., Rötzer, T.
(2017). Structural response of black locust (Robinia
pseudoacacia L.) and small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata Mill.)
to varying urban environments analyzed by terrestrial laser
scanning. Implications for ecological functions and
services. Urban Forestry & Urban Greening. under review

Journal Impact Factor 2.113
(https://www.journals.elsevier.com/urban-forestry-and-urban-greening, 21.10.2017)

Summary

Urban planners face many environmental challenges affecting human health and well-
being. The features and benefits of urban trees might be exploited in order to address
these challenges. A considerable share of urban trees’ benefits and services is directly or
indirectly related to stand or individual tree structure which has hardly been elucidated
so far. Structural variations may not only occur between differing species but also
between individuals of a certain species under varying environmental conditions.

In order to quantify structural traits, TLS data sets of 52 small-leaved limes (Tilia
cordata Mill.) and 41 black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) trees within the city of Mu-
nich, growing at the three rather different growing location types town square, street
canyon and park have been scrutinized. Non-destructive measurements of the inner
crown’s skeleton as well as advanced volume and surface related parameters have been
conceived, computed and analyzed. Skeletonization was achieved in analogously to
research paper I (Bayer et al. 2013). Methodological advancements in the analysis of
α-shape based crown volume and surface properties facilitated the localization of the
spatial explicit, point-density independent crown centers as well as size-independent
measurements of the crown’s fractal-like surface complexity. By combining α-shape
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CUMULATIVE THESIS Research Paper IV: Bayer et al. 2017

and voxel-space techniques, the radial density distribution of crown matter has been
attempted to be determined. Further research is required to enhance the methods
robustness, however.

Significant differences not only between species but also between growing locations
could be observed. The height-diameter relation of the sample trees for example, was
significantly influenced by species as well as growing location. Black locust proved its
morphological variability by location dependent variations of stem inclination, crown
center displacement, and crown surface complexity. The results are discussed in regards
to urban ecosystem services and benefits and how increased knowledge about spatially
explicit tree structures may contribute to a target oriented planting of urban trees in
order to enhance human health and well-being.

Author Contributions Dominik Bayer conceived, designed and implemented the me-
thodological aspects, including all programming tasks, data preparation and prepro-
cessing as well as the statistical analysis. Dominik Bayer wrote the manuscript. Hans
Pretzsch, Astrid Moser and Thomas Rötzer gave valuable input and advice.
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services – New evidence by novel
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1. Introduction

The physiology, phenology and structure of plants indicate the environmental conditions
they grow under (Walter 1931; Assmann 1970). Therefore, morphology and foliation are
commonly used to assess tree vitality (Oldeman 1990; Roloff 2001). The size, shape and
inner structure of tree crowns result from local resource supply and local environmental
factors. In forest stands, these are mainly determined by inter- or intraspecific competi-
tion within the neighboring stand. While the structure of a tree’s crown in pure stands is
essential in the feedback mechanisms between functioning, structure and environment
(Hari 1985), it may play an even more important role in mixed-species stands because
here, different species demonstrate their specific abilities to capture or deny contested re-
sources more efficiently by altering their structures (Pretzsch and Schütze (2009), Figure
1).

The relevance of crown structure and plasticity for mixed-species stands is widely
recognized and discussed. However, especially in mature stands, it is hardly elucidated
because crown structure is hard to quantify (Pretzsch 2003; Price et al. 2010; Richards
et al. 2010). In forest science, Burger (1939) and Badoux (1946) were among the first
who initiated the paradigm shift from stand towards individual tree level thinking and
modeling. Methods for terrestrial measurement (Röhle and Huber 1985), quantification
(Assmann 1970) and modeling (Pretzsch 1992; Pretzsch 2009) of tree crowns have been

Species 1

Structure

Functioning

Environment Species 2

Structure

Functioning

Community

Figure 1.: Feedback between the structure of the stand, functioning and the environment inside a two-
species mixed forest stand (Bayer et al. 2013).
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1 INTRODUCTION

continuously improved and refined. Based on empirical relationships between growing
space of the tree, crown size and stem volume growth, the main objective was to
comprehend, predict and maximize tree growth (Assmann 1970; Pretzsch 2006). Another
consideration was the effect of silviculture on crown structure and wood quality (Zobel
and Van Buijtenen 1989; Wilhelmsson et al. 2002; Seifert 2003; Pretzsch and Rais 2016).
Further motivation came from the field of tree allometry (Niklas 1994) and especially
from the promising synthesis, scaling approaches and models for the functioning and
structure of plants from organ to ecosystem level of the metabolic scaling theory (MST)
(Enquist et al. 1998; West et al. 2009). In order to understand and model tree growth in
mixture, tracing of the causes of over- or underyielding from stand to the tree or even
organ level is required. In mixed-species stands, branch angle, branch length, branch
number, ramification and other principle factors determining space-filling within the
crown may differ from pure stands and indicate changed resource supply, resource
capture, or resource use efficiency (Binkley et al. 2004). These space filling principles and
the according morphological patterns caused by interspecific competition can hardly be
revealed by classical crown measurement, for example by determining crown length and
cross section area in order to estimate the extension of the convex hull (Röhle and Huber
1985). Branches, crown excentricity, leaning and straightness are hardly measurable by
optical plummet or hypsometer but determine wood quality (Pretzsch and Rais 2016).

Various kinds of disturbances, for example tree mortality due to competition, storm
damage, bark beetle attacks or thinning repeatedly cause openings in the canopy as well
as in the root space. These forest gaps and the involved dynamics of gap emergence,
contest and space occupation were originally mainly of interest in regard to the mosaic-
cycle concept of natural unmanaged ecosystems (Mueller-Dombois 1991; Remmert 1991;
Lertzmann et al. 2015). The transition from rather homogeneous monocultures towards
more heterogeneous mixed-species stands is one of the major trends in modern forestry.
As a part of that, silviculturally generated gaps play an increasingly important role
(Burschel and Huss 1997; Puettmann et al. 2012; Drössler et al. 2016). To promote struc-
tural and habitat diversity, to initiate natural regeneration, promote light demanding
underplanting or to prepare the establishment of light demanding species, gaps are cut
into forest stands of middle or advanced age (Pretzsch et al. 2015). Silvicultural concepts
which result in openings in the canopy such as selection cutting or femel coupe gain
importance. The trend towards gap rich stand structures has also been promoted by

13



1 INTRODUCTION

the concept of the emulation of natural disturbance in forest management (Buddle et al.
2006; Kuuluvainen and Grenfell 2012). By the anticipation of the natural death and
the timing of the harvest in such a way, that the wood is still of merchantable value,
forest management nowadays partly emulates the natural stand development regime
(Kuuluvainen and Grenfell 2012).

Although forests are more and more dominated by gaps and border trees and it is
evident that the competition for canopy space and its associated resources is a major
driver of forest dynamics (Purves et al. 2007), knowledge of tree and stand dynamics at
the borders of gaps is still scarce. Similarly to individual tree measurements, the main
reason for this deficit lies in the fact that the spatially explicit establishment, structure
and dynamics of gaps and trees at gap borders are difficult to quantify by classical
methods (Van der Meer and Bongers 1996). Transparency, layering and crown extension
and especially vertical crown shape are difficult to access by hemispherical photography.
These parameters however, are important for the understanding and modeling of the
light regime within the gap, the velocity of gap closure as well as growth resilience after
gap emergence (Dieler and Pretzsch 2013; Seidel et al. 2015). Moreover, knowledge about
the roughness of the canopy surface and the borderline of forest gaps are important
factors in the susceptibility to wind-throw (Quine and Gardiner 2007), the habitat quality
and species diversity (Goetz et al. 2010; Müller et al. 2012).

Forestry is not the only field, where tree structure is of major importance. In urban
landscapes as well, planners face numerous challenges affecting human health and well-
being, many of which are costly to mitigate (Livesley et al. 2016). Urban planners might,
however, exploit ecosystem functions and benefits of urban trees in order to address
these challenges. Aesthetic considerations aside, structural traits such as shape, density,
surface complexity and transparency of tree crowns are major drivers of ecological
features and benefits (Bolund and Hunhammar 1999; Gómez-Baggethun and Barton
2013). A tree’s potentials for wind-flow mitigation (Mochida et al. 2008; Mochida and
Lun 2008), rain-cover, shade, climate regulation, noise reduction (Aylor 1972; Kragh
1981; Fang and Ling 2003), temperature management (Akbari et al. 2001; Akbari 2005;
Bolund and Hunhammar 1999; Hardin and Jensen 2007), air purification (Nowak 1994;
Nowak 1996; Escobedo and Nowak 2009), waterflow regulation (Higgens et al. 1997;
Villarreal and Bengtsson 2005; Pataki et al. 2011) and habitat functionality (Hinsley et al.
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1 INTRODUCTION

2009; Goetz et al. 2010; Tews et al. 2004; Müller et al. 2012), for example, are directly or
indirectly related to its structure.

Individual tree development, gap dynamics as well as functions and services of urban
trees all heavily determine and themselves are determined by tree structure on various
levels. In order to gather spatially explicit, three-dimensional information, terrestrial
laser scanning has a lot of potential. Architecture, engineering and archaeology, for
example, are fields of application where terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) is already widely
utilized for high precision measurements (Vosselmann and Maas 2010). During the
last decade, forest scientist as well, have shown increasing interest in this technology
and its potential to measure forest parameters for inventory and even individual tree
parameters (Huang and Pretzsch 2010; Pretzsch et al. 2011). Especially during recent
years, studies utilizing terrestrial laser scanning have began to outgrow the stage of pure
methodological (Bucksch et al. 2010; Côté et al. 2011; Hackenberg et al. 2015) develop-
ment towards contributions to the understanding of ecological questions. Researchers
have successfully applied TLS methods to relate a tree’s shape (Seidel et al. 2011) or
growth (Metz et al. 2013) to its surrounding stand. Further studies have for example
dealt with TLS measurements in forest gaps and the impact of gaps on tree diameter
increment and crown shape (Seidel et al. 2015; Seidel et al. 2016).

Bayer et al. (2013) conducted one of the first studies investigating relationships be-
tween the inner crown structure as well as crown shape and the surrounding stand by the
skeletonization of TLS data. Skeletonization is the extraction of a structure description
in the form of a collection of connected lines from TLS point clouds. It facilitates detailed
analysis of tree morphological traits in a hierarchical fashion. Promising automated
skeletonization approaches already exist and continue to be developed (Leeuwen et al.
2011; Bucksch et al. 2010; Bremer et al. 2012; Hackenberg et al. 2015). However, most algo-
rithms are species specific, require several scan positions per tree as well as free-standing
test trees and suffer from difficulties dealing with inhomogeneous point densities, data
gaps and noise within the dataset (Bucksch 2011; Côté et al. 2011). Especially in the
context of forest stands where occlusion is considerably stronger, further research is
required until fully automated algorithms may reliably measure crown parameters at
branch level. Therefore, the design and development of a semi-manual skeletonization
approach (Bayer et al. 2013) was an essential part of this thesis. Furthermore, advanced
α-shape and voxel space computations (Bayer and Pretzsch 2017; Bayer et al. 2017)
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1 INTRODUCTION

were developed in order to quantify volume and surface as well as to measure novel
parameters such as the fractal-like crown surface complexity.

16



2. Aims of the Thesis and Research Questions

The main objective of this thesis was the application of terrestrial laser scanning and the
design and development of new and innovative procedures for the analysis of urban and
forest trees based on TLS point-clouds. While the methodological aspect of this thesis is
very strong, it attempts to simultaneously contribute to the discussion and elucidation
of currently relevant ecological questions. The following main research questions have
been investigated:

• Are structural crown parameters such as branch angles, branch shapes, branch
lengths, branch bending, ramification, growing space occupation of branches in the
crown and detailed crown volumes derived from α-shapes robustly quantifiable by
semi-manual skeletonization? How do these parameters differ between Norway
spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and how
does the inter- and intraspecific competition in pure and mixed-species stands
influence the structure of both species?

• How do Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) and European beech (Fagus sylvatica
L.) react during the first years after the emergence of a forest gap? Which influence
do pure and mixed stand types have? How do the specific structures, dynamics
and mechanisms of space occupation develop during the gap closure period?

• How do black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) and small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata
Mill.) differ in quantifiable structural traits? How do both species structurally
respond to varying urban environments? Which conclusions can be drawn from
advanced structural parameters and allometric relations for both species’ ecosys-
tem functions and services?

17



3. Material and Methods

The structural analysis was based on several parameters derived by several branches
of TLS data processing. Most of these parameters are hardly - and in some cases not
at all - accessible by classical dendromentrical measurements. Among the target pa-
rameters were branch angles, branch length, ramification, branch bending and shape,
branch growing space occupation, stem inclination, spatially explicit crown center dis-
placement, surface, surface complexity, crown volume, crown projection area, spherical
crown radius and inner crown point density distribution measurements. More detailed
explanations are given in the following sections, especially 3.3 - 3.6.

Figure 2.: Basic overview of the procedures and steps involved in the data analysis.

3.1. Experimental Sites and Sample Trees

The structural traits of spruce and beech analyzed in Bayer et al. (2013) and their dif-
ferences in pure versus mixed stands have been conducted on sample trees of the age
series SON814 (Table 1, west-east spread: 10°28′45′′E - 10°31′39′′E, north-south spread:
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.1 Experimental Sites and Sample Trees

Table 1.: Stand characteristics of the experimental plot SON814/3. Volume indicates merchantable wood
above 7 cm in diameter at the thinner end. dg: diameter of the median basal area tree.

Age dg [cm] Basal area (m2/ha) Volume (m3/ha)

Norway spruce 128 56.1 36.8 640.6
European beech 143 42.3 19.4 360.0

Total – – 56.2 1000.6

47°31′05′′N - 47°32′31′′N). The experimental plot SON814/3 includes pure and mixed
stands of Norway spruce and European beech. The stand is located at 785–800 m above
sea level in the ecological region 14.4 ”Schwäbisch-Bayerische Jungmoräne und Molas-
sevorberge. Westliche kalkalpine Jungmoräne” in Bavaria, Germany. The long-term
mean annual temperature amounts to 6.8°C, accompanied by an annual mean precipita-
tion of 1114 mm. During the selection of the sample trees from plot SON814/3, close
attention has been payed to individual tree size and competitive situation in order to as-
sure that structural differences were caused by stand mixture itself and not by variations
in local stand density or tree size (Bayer et al. 2013).

The sample trees (Table 2) of the gaps observed in Bayer and Pretzsch (2017) are
located in the experimental plot FRE813/1 at the ”Kranzberger Forst” near the city
of Freising in Bavaria, Germany. The stands are located at 490 m above sea level in
the ecological region 12.8 ”Tertiäres Hügelland. Oberbayerisches Tertiärhüggelland”.
Long-term, the averages of air temperature range between 7°C and 8°C. The mean
annual precipitation amounts to 750-850 mm. The area is dominated by Norway spruce
and European beech. No other tree species are present in proximity to the created gaps.
The three analyzed gaps are comprised of spruce and beech in pure as well as mixed
species compositions. The area of the gaps has been defined by a polygon which uses
the middle of the surrounding gap trees’ stem bases as vertices.

In Munich, small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata) and black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia)
(Table 3) were chosen as species for the sample trees (Bayer et al. 2017). Both species
differ substantially regarding their ecological features and are a common appearance in
Central European cities (Pauleit et al. 2002). The annual long-term precipitation within
the city of Munich (48°09′ N, 11°35′ E, 519 m a.s.l.) averages 959 mm while the mean
temperature amounts to 9.1°C (DWD 2015). In order to determine quantitative structural
parameters for each species as well as their response to varying urban environments,
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.1 Experimental Sites and Sample Trees

Table 2.: Individual tree parameters of the gap sample trees at the experimental plot FRE813/1 by species
and year.

Year dbh (cm) se h (m) se CPA (m2) se hCPA se

Norway spruce 2006 33.9 2.04 28.3 0.52 14.3 1.49 54.2 0.03
2008 35.0 2.03 28.6 0.50 15.1 1.24 52.1 0.02
2010 36.1 2.06 28.8 0.48 15.9 1.05 53.4 0.03
2012 37.1 2.04 29.0 0.46 17.8 1.12 54.0 0.03

European beech 2006 25.6 1.77 26.6 0.30 19.4 2.75 57.1 0.04
2008 26.1 1.80 27.0 0.30 26.3 4.12 59.0 0.05
2010 26.4 1.82 27.3 0.31 22.0 3.22 60.1 0.04
2012 26.7 1.83 27.6 0.31 24.4 3.62 58.3 0.04

Table 3.: Scanned sample trees within the urban area of Munich.

N DBH [cm] se H [m] se

Tilia cordata
Park 8 26.7 3.2 12.5 1.2
Place 14 37.9 5.1 12.9 1.1
Street 30 26.5 2.3 11.2 0.7

Robinia pseudoacacia
Park 7 43.2 10.8 19.3 2.0
Place 11 37.8 4.5 14.3 1.0
Street 23 35.1 4.3 12.4 0.7

such as street canyons (St), town squares (Ts) and parks (Pa), 83 individual trees were
scanned. The classification of growing locations was based on the respective tree’s
environment. Individuals growing in green spaces without surrounding buildings
were classified as park trees. The growing location town square has been assigned to
free-standing trees in mostly paved places which are readily accessible to the public.
Lastly, street trees were defined as trees growing within a street canyon. The initial tree
selection was based on adequate visual impression so that damaged, low-forked and
pruned trees have not been included. Each tree was scanned a second time, so that data
under leaved as well as leafless conditions was available in order to provide the best
possible data basis for the respective evaluation procedures.
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.2 Scan Acquisition

Figure 3.: A student operating the Riegl LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser scanning device via an attached laptop
computer.

3.2. Scan Acquisition

Apart from the first two data acquisitions of the Kranzberg gap study (Bayer and Pretzsch
2017) where a Riegl LMS-Z360 terrestrial laser scanning device has been employed, all
scans were obtained using the newer Riegl LMS-Z420i follow-up model (Figure 3).

Both devices work according to the time-of-flight principle. Laser impulses are fired
towards specific directions at a high rate. For each impulse, the scanner records the
time between the emission of the impulse and, depending on the mode, the first or last
return of the partial reflections of the beam. The multiplication of the measured time
with the speed of light in air yields the double distance to the captured target point. The
combination of the many successive measurements’ spherical coordinates results in a
three-dimensional image of the scanned region.

A problem inherent to every application of laser scanners and optical measurement
instruments in general for that matter, to semi-solid bodies or surfaces like tree crowns,
is that objects behind obstacles cannot be measured. This may result in sparse point
densities in crown regions located further away from the scanner (Hilker et al. 2010). In
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.3 Data Preparation

order to mitigate this, single scans from different angles of the respective tree or forest
gap have been combined. Also very close attention has been paid to the positioning of
the laser scanner, in such a way that occlusion from neighboring trees and lower crown
parts of the same tree was as minimal as possible. While in the case of urban trees, due
to their comparative free-standing nature, occlusion was not very strong, forest trees,
especially in mature and dense stands are harder to measure. Therefore scans of forest
trees were always acquired outside the vegetation period in order to avoid the occlusive
effect of foliage. Urban trees were scanned under leaf-on and leaf-off state in order to
provide the optimal data for the respective analysis.

3.3. Data Preparation

Within the scanner manufacturer’s software RiSCAN Pro, the data which is originally
delivered in spherical coordinates was translated to Cartesian coordinates. After the
co-registration and linking of different scan positions covering the same objects from
different angles - or in case of the Kranzberg gaps different observation dates as well
(Bayer and Pretzsch 2017) - the individual trees of interest were manually isolated from
the respective scan’s total data set and saved as extra polydata objects (Figure 4). Finally,
these individual polydata files were converted to a comma separated ASCII format and
exported for further processing.

Where necessary, the exported tree’s polydata files were corrected regarding their
spacial orientation and positioning by applying the respective scan-specific 4D rotation-
translation SOP-matrix (Scanner Position and Orientation) to the data set.

3.4. Skeletonization

In order to achieve the acquisition of hierarchical, spatially explicit data of tree skeletons,
software specifically designed for that purpose was developed by Bayer et al. (2013).
Utilizing the VTK-based MayaVi visualization library (Ramachandran and Varoquaux
2008), a basis for custom 3D point cloud data measurements with interactive capabilities
was established. Through a GUI (Graphical User Interface) particularly designed to
identify and define stem and branches including their hierarchical order, the user is
able to extract as much of the tree’s skeleton as needed for the respective research
question at hand (Figure 5). The Program itself is written mainly in the programming
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.4 Skeletonization

Figure 4.: Schematic illustration of the extraction of an urban tree (r) from the total scan position’s data set
(l). Tree isolation is achieved by manually excluding everything not belonging to the tree such as the truck,
passengers or the shopping center in the background.

language Python 2.7, falling back on numerous standard libraries for scientific work
and advanced data analysis such as Sklearn, Scikit, Scipy, Numpy, Cython, Pandas,
Statsmodels, MayaVi, VTK, Matplotlib and a considerable amount of others. Time
critical or computation-heavy parts of the calculations have been optimized using
Cython, C/C++ implementations, numerically optimized procedures such as array
calculations in place of simple loops or, in many cases, a combination of those. The
finished skeletons were stored in a specifically designed .XML format for the extraction
and quantification of their structure.

From the finished skeleton, the length lb of an individual branch was calculated by
the summation of its contained segments with ~ss being the start and ~se being the end
point of the respective segment. Thus, the curvature of the branch is already taken into
account.

lb =
n

∑
i=1
|~ssi − ~sei| (1)

By putting lb in relation to a simpler branch length measurement ls = |~be − ~bb|, a simple
measure of the total crooking of the branch can be determined:

crook =
lb

ls
(2)
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.4 Skeletonization

Figure 5.: Graphical user interface of the developed skeletonization software during the interactive skele-
tonization process of an isolated tree. White lines and numbers mark already recorded branch segments.

Figure 6.: (l) Original isolated point cloud of an individual tree, (m) skeletonized tree and (r) isolated
skeleton (Bayer et al. 2013).
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.5 Alpha Shape Computations

The angles of branches are an important measure for the inner crown structure.
However, using a fixed measurement distance (e.g. from branch base 50cm in growing
direction) cannot sufficiently describe the whole shape of a branch. Furthermore, fixed
values are problematic, since every branch has a different length. Without normalization,
measurements would therefore be of limited value beyond basic analysis. To overcome
this, in addition to fixed measurement distances, measurement distances relative to an
individual branch’s size were implemented, making sensible comparisons of shape and
structure between different individuals possible. In three dimensional space, in order to
compute the unambiguous, smallest angle ϕb between a point on the branch~s and the
gravitational axis~z, the scalar product of both vectors was calculated.

cos(ϕb) =
~s ∗~z
|~s| ∗ |~z| , (3)

Since~s is dependent on the chosen measurement radius r and the shape of the branch
in question, ~s must be computed first. If any given branch’s ls > r, it penetrates a
hypothetical sphere with the measurement radius r and the branch’s base as center.
The intersection between the first branch segment fulfilling |~ss−~b| < r < |~se−~b|, i.e.
penetrating the measurement sphere, is~s.

~s = ~p1 +
−t2 +

√
t2
2 − 4t1t3

2t1
(~p2 − ~p1) (4)

with

t1 = (xp2 − xp1)
2 + (yp2 − yp1)

2 + (zp2 − zp1)
2 (5)

t2 = 2((xp2 − xp1)(xp1 − bx) + (yp2 − yp1)(yp1 − by) + (zp2 − zp1)(zp1 − bz)) (6)

t3 = b2
x + b2

y + b2
z + xp1 + yp1 + zp1 − 2(bxxp1 + byyp1 + bzzp1)− r2 (7)

Figure 7 illustrates the involved vectors and measures.

3.5. Alpha Shape Computations

To further describe tree structure, measurements of volume, surface and crown projection
were derived from the TLS point clouds. Two- and three-dimensional convex hulls are
a simple way to estimate crown volume or projection area. However, much of the
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Figure 7.: (a) Schematic illustration of the branch angle calculation dependent on measurement distance r
(Bayer et al. 2013). (b) Visual plausibility check of the angle calculations at an early development stage of
the skeletonization software’s interpretation routines. The grey circles mark the angle measurement radius.
Red cylinders mark the calculated branch segment penetrating the measurement sphere.
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.5 Alpha Shape Computations

Figure 8.: 2D random point sample of a Koch-Snowflake and derived α-shapes (blue lines) from (l) too
large where the shape yields only a very coarse, almost purely convex representation of the point cloud, (m)
sensible where the shape represents the point cloud rather well and (r) too small where the shape begins to
partially disintegrate because the application radius cannot cover gaps in the dataset anymore. The same
principle applies to 3D α-shapes. Image taken from Pateiro-López and Rodrı́guez-Casal (2010).

precision and measurement detail a TLS device may deliver is lost. Therefore, 2D and
3D α-shapes were applied instead. These shapes are generalizations of the convex hull
of a given point set (Edelsbrunner et al. 1983; Edelsbrunner and Mücke 1994). The
principle is based on Delauny-triangulation. The benefit of α-shapes is that the α-value
may be varied in order to display different levels of detail in the point cloud’s surface
reconstruction. However, sensible α-values are restricted to a specific range dependent
on the resolution and point distribution within the data set. The choice of too large
α-values yields coarse representations of the point clouds, suffering substantial loss of
detail. Values too small however, may cause the shape to incompletely and incorrectly
represent the original object (Figure 8).

In order to objectively choose an appropriate range of α-values, a series of α-shapes,
ranging from very detailed (α = 0.05 m) to very coarse (α = 10.0 m), was calculated.
Because of the fractal properties of surfaces, one should expect decreasing values for an
object’s α-shape volume for decreasing α-values as long as the given data quality and
resolution is still capable of producing sufficient detail (Mandelbrot 1967; Mandelbrot
1983). The smallest α-value of a series still fulfilling this law may be considered the
smallest sensible α-value.
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.5 Alpha Shape Computations

Figure 9.: Tetrahedron edges for the 3D α-shape volume calculation as used in Eq. 8.

The Volume V of a given α-shape, may be computed by the summation of all, mostly
irregular, tetrahedrons contained in the shape, since the shape itself is based on Delauny-
triangulation. The calculation of the surface area of a 2D α-shape works analogously by
accumulating the contained triangles.

V =
n

∑
i=1
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(8)

For each triangle surface defining the border of an α-shape, a normal vector ~N is
produced during the computational shape generation. Since the magnitude of ~N is
proportional to the triangle surface area A,

|~Ni| ∼ Ai, (9)

the sum of magnitudes of all ~Ni, scaled by a factor C according to measurement unit
yields the total surface area S of a given α-shape.

S =
n

∑
i=1
|~Ni| ∗ C (10)

Assessing the surface beyond area determination has been achieved by analyzing the
α-shape series for each respective point cloud (Figure 10). The surface of an α-shape, like
that any given non-theoretical object, has fractal characteristics (Mandelbrot 1983). With
smaller scale and higher detail resolution, the measured surface - or circumference in
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.5 Alpha Shape Computations

Figure 10.: Schematic illustration of the relationship between applied α-value and the resulting α-shape
volume. (l) Non-linear relation from small towards large α-values. (r) After linearization, the slope of the
regression line indicates rate of change of computed volumes. It therefore measures crown complexity.
Since the best linearization is achieved by an 1/α-transformation, more negative slopes mean higher crown
surface complexities (Bayer et al. 2017).

case of 2D objects - must increase (Mandelbrot 1967). The rate of the increase indicates
the surface’s fractal complexity Fs as a function of measurement resolution.

Fs = f (α) (11)

The linear transformation of the relationship between V and α (Figure 10, Eq. 12),

ln(V) = β0 + β1 ∗
1
α

(12)

with R2-values of well above 0.95 within measurement groups, proved to be a very
robust representation of the expected fractal behavior. β1-values, representing the linear
transformation’s slope, indicate the respective surface complexities.

Through a combination of skeleton data and α-shapes, the growing space occupation
of a tree’s individual branches may be estimated (Figure 11). By generating a higher
point density within the actual skeleton branch segments by adding interpolated points
with a maximum distances of 10 cm from one another, the total set of skeleton points
was translated to a point cloud. Following this, the kd-tree implementation of Manee-
wongvatana and Mount (1999) contained in the Scipy.spatial Python library, was applied
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.6 Voxel Space Calculations

Figure 11.: (l) Original point cloud and (r) individual branch space occupation estimation achieved by
combining skeleton data with α-shapes of a kd-tree based nearest-neighbor assignment for a European
beech test tree (Bayer et al. 2013).

to conduct a nearest-neighbors search for every point of the TLS point-cloud. However,
not the nearest neighbour within the point cloud but within the generated, homogenized
skeleton point cloud was calculated, resulting in an assignment of every TLS point to a
specific branch of the skeleton.

3.6. Voxel Space Calculations

The spatial crown center is an important structural measure and basis for further analysis.
However, the point distribution of a tree crown’s TLS data displays gradients depending
on crown density and size as well as the scanner’s capabilities (first-, last-, multi-return,
full-waveform), scan resolution, number of scans and their positions in relation to the
tree. Furthermore, tree crowns feature an actual leaf-density distribution which itself
can be a desired parameter. Therefore, direct point based crown center estimations
such as ordinary least squares calculations usually yield heavily skewed results. In
order to overcome this, the crown’s point cloud was transformed into a voxel-space
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.6 Voxel Space Calculations

representation. Treating each voxel equally in terms of point content, i.e. declaring the
point content as n = 1, the crown may be treated like a system of equal particles. In such
a system, each particle, or voxel in this case, fulfills

n

∑
i=1

mi(~vi −~cm) = 0, (13)

where mi is the hypothetical mass of a voxel, ~vi represents the positional vector of the
respective voxel center and ~cm is the position of the systems center of gravity. As a
consequence, the crown center~cm,

~cm =
1
M

n

∑
i=1

mi~vi, (14)

with M being the hypothetical mass of the system can be determined independently of
point density distribution.

After the definition of the crown center, the horizontal crown center displacement
CDh is given by the magnitude of a vector from the xy-projection of the stem base to the
xy-projection of the crown center.

CDh = |~bxy −~cxy| (15)

The relative vertical crown center position CDv,

CDv =
cmz

h
, (16)

is defined by the height of cm in relation to the total tree height h.
After the definition of a spatially explicit crown center, the spherical crown radius rc

was defined by calculating the 95% quantile of all voxel distances d,

d =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|~vi −~cm| (17)

from the crown center. Then, voxel quantiles based on point content were calculated
(10%, 20%, 30%, . . . , 90%). For every one of those quantiles representing a proxy for the
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 3.6 Voxel Space Calculations

Figure 12.: Illustration of a tree’s voxel space representation. Colored squares indicate individual voxels.
cm: crown center of gravity, Q1-Qn: mean distances of voxels belonging to a specific density quantile.

inner crown density, the mean distance of voxels belonging to it in relation to the crown
radius were computed (Figure 12, Eq. 18, 19).

rρ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|~ρi −~cm| (18)

rρrel =
rρ

rcrown
(19)
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4. Results

4.1. Structural crown characteristics of European beech and Norway
spruce in consideration of pure and mixed stands

An overview of the descriptive statistics of Bayer et al. (2013) is given in Table 4. Mea-
sured from branch base to branch end, the branch angles were found to be significantly
different between pure (138.6°) and mixed stands (128.5°) for European beech (Figure
13a). Furthermore, for beech, the gradient of measured angles over the course of a branch
features significantly higher mean angles, staying on a relatively constant level for the
pure stand members. Beech’s mixed-species stand branch angles however, decline with
increasing measurement distance (Figure 13b).

Norway spruce developed significantly longer branches in mixed species stands than
in pure stands. Both stand types feature no difference regarding the branch bending.
European beech on the other hand displayed no significant difference of branch lengths,
however its branches are significantly more bent in mixed stand environments.

In case of Norway spruce, the average number of branches amounted to 20.1 in pure
and 26.0 in mixed stands, the difference was not significant however. The branch count

Table 4.: Overview over the descriptive statistics for the analyzed trees in Bayer et al. (2013). N: number of
branches per tree, ϕ: mean branch angle measured from branch base to branch end, ls: branch length, crook
bending of branches, SBL: sum of branch lengths, RLBV: relative logarithmic branch volume, V: α-shape
derived crown volume (α = 0.25m).

Spruce Beech
Pure Mixed Pure Mixed

Model mean se mean se p mean se mean se p

N lm 20.1 4.493 26.0 3.092 0.261 18.6 2.663 35.8 3.687 <0.001
ϕ (°) lme 89.55 3.175 88.12 4.365 0.747 138.56 2.220 128.52 2.870 0.0022
ls (m) lme 2.16 0.210 2.78 0.289 0.0476 4.81 0.209 4.31 0.261 0.0702
crook lme 95.72e-2 5.631e-3 96.27e-2 7.525e-3 0.475 96.21e-2 4.188e-3 94.39e-2 5.281e-3 0.0024
SBL (m) lm 45.82 12.536 68.98 8.628 0.0821 89.26 15.560 153.84 10.760 <0.001
RLBV (m3) lme – – – – – -3.777 0.121 -4.286 0.160 0.0045
V (m3) lm 21.07 7.120 46.23 9.814 0.0202 25.25 5.763 58.97 7.978 <0.001
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4 RESULTS 4.1 Inter- and intraspecific variations of crown structure
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Figure 13.: Branch angle comparison between Norway spruce and European beech from Bayer et al. (2013).
(a) Absolute branch angles, measured from branch base to branch end for spruce in pure stands (Sp),
spruce in mixed stands (Sm), beech in pure (Bp) and beech in mixed stands (Bm). (b) Branch angles in
relative measurement distances along the course of the respective branch of European beech in pure and
mixed-species environments.
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Figure 14.: European beech branches of Bayer et al. (2013): (a) Measurable branch count by branch order.
(b) Relationship between branch angle and crown volume.
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4 RESULTS 4.2 Validation of a functional-structural tree model

of European beech differed significantly in pure and mixed stands. Especially the second,
third and fourth branch orders were significantly more abundant (Figure 14a).

Both Norway spruce and European beech developed larger crown volumes in mixed-
species stands. The volume increase is mainly related to increased branch lengths in case
of Norway spruce in mixed stands. The increased crown volume of European beech is
not related to branch length, branch angles however, have a significant influence (Figure
14b).

4.2. Validation of a functional-structural tree model

Figure 15 provides a visual comparison of the empirical, TLS-based densities and the
relative leaf densities by the simulations based in the model described by Beyer et al.
(2017c) at a stand age of 180 years. Height, radius as well as a distinct concavity for both
simulated and empirical data can be noted. Overall, a concentration of the empirical
as well as simulated data can be observed and the simulated crown is well within the
normal range of crown shapes for the respective age and growth conditions.

Figure 15.: Emprical (right) and simulated (left) relative twig and leaf-area density in (a) oblique, (b) side
and (c) top view (Beyer et al. 2017a).
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4 RESULTS 4.3 Forest gap dynamics

4.3. Gap closure dynamics of European beech and Norway spruce
(Bayer and Pretzsch 2017)

The closure of the forest gaps during the observation period from 2006 to 2012 being
subject of Bayer and Pretzsch (2017), is illustrated in Figure 16. In order to close the
emerged gap, the crown projection area (CPA) of the border trees has to increase. This
increase, while happening in a steady fashion in the case of Norway spruce, proved to
be rather erratic in the case of European beech. After an initial thrust in lateral space
occupation, the significant crown retreat indicates a heavy loss of crown mass through
weather events such as snow, hail and storms. The vertical crown shape, described by
the relative height of the maximum CPA of 2D α-shapes of horizontal slices of the point
cloud of the respective crown, showed no change for both species as well as all gap
types.

The dbh growth of spruce was found to be at a significantly higher level immediately
after gap emergence and stays at an increased level for the rest of the study. European
beech displayed no reaction in terms of dbh growth. The temporal allometric crown
parameters, describing resource allocation showed no reaction in case of Norway spruce
(Figure 17). European beech, in contrast, features a significant peak in the period directly
after the creation of the gaps. This suggests resource allocation in favor of lateral crown
expansion dbh, h and biomass growth. Because of the serious reduction of CPA during
the period from 2008 to 2010, the investigated crown allometry parameters significantly
drop (Figure 17). Norway spruce differentiates itself from beech by displaying overall
higher resilience in terms of CPA preservation.

While a statistically significant reaction of the CPA growth increase towards the gap
center (CPAin) could not be shown for Norway spruce, European beech displays a rather
strong reaction to the emergence of the respective gap (Figure 18). The proportion of
the crown being located outside the gap polygon borders, showed considerable weaker
reactions for both species.

Regarding the efficiency of space occupation (EOC) over all observations, Norway
spruce featured significantly lower values than European beech. Both species followed
no well defined trend (Figure 19a, Table 5). In terms of space exploitation (EEX) again,
Norway spruce featured significantly higher values than beech over the whole duration
of the study (Figure 19b, Table 5). The efficiency of biomass investment (EBI) starts at
a similar level, followed by a development resulting in significantly higher values for
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Figure 16.: Bird’s eye view of the Kranzberg gap development from 2006 – 2012 generated from TLS data
(Bayer and Pretzsch 2017). Observation years are given in columns. (Top row) Pure stand of Norway
spruce, (middle row) Norway spruce and European beech in mixture and (bottom row) pure European
beech. Green areas mark the gap polygon, shades of green represent the individual border trees. Blue areas
mark the gap trees’ crown proportions located outside of the gap polygon as well as individual gap trees in
different shades.

Table 5.: Space occupation and utilization parameters of Norway spruce and European beech by year
(Bayer and Pretzsch 2017).

Year CPAGin se CPAGout se EOC se EEX se EBI se
(m2/m2) (m2/m2) (m2/m3) (m3/a/m2) (m3/a/m3)

Norway 2006 – – – – 11.0 1.25 5.18 ∗ 10−3 9.54 ∗ 10−4 4.98 ∗ 10−2 5.98 ∗ 10−3

spruce 2008 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.10 10.8 1.06 6.48 ∗ 10−3 8.63 ∗ 10−4 6.53 ∗ 10−2 6.71 ∗ 10−3

2010 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.06 10.8 1.00 6.12 ∗ 10−3 7.41 ∗ 10−4 6.19 ∗ 10−2 5.87 ∗ 10−3

2012 0.26 0.07 0.07 0.05 11.4 1.06 5.31 ∗ 10−3 7.27 ∗ 10−4 5.83 ∗ 10−2 8.64 ∗ 10−3

European 2006 – – – – 27.1 4.69 1.98 ∗ 10−3 2.41 ∗ 10−4 4.38 ∗ 10−2 3.81 ∗ 10−3

beech 2008 1.24 0.42 0.48 0.28 36.4 7.77 1.50 ∗ 10−3 2.05 ∗ 10−4 4.24 ∗ 10−2 4.61 ∗ 10−3

2010 -0.12 0.08 -0.24 0.06 29.4 6.37 1.83 ∗ 10−3 3.61 ∗ 10−4 3.89 ∗ 10−2 4.04 ∗ 10−3

2012 0.06 0.05 0.20 0.11 28.7 3.59 1.38 ∗ 10−3 2.54 ∗ 10−4 3.18 ∗ 10−2 4.21 ∗ 10−3
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Figure 17.: Temporal crown allometry parameters. Resource allocation towards CPA in relation to (a) dbh,
(b) h and (c) biomass growth (Bayer and Pretzsch 2017).
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Figure 18.: CPA growth (a) towards the gap center and (b) towards the remaining stand (Bayer and Pretzsch
2017).
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Figure 19.: (a) EOC: Efficiency of space occupation (b) EEX: Efficiency of space exploitation and (c) EBI:
Efficiency of biomass investment for Norway spruce and European beech by year (Bayer and Pretzsch
2017).

Norway spruce. European beech, while alredy on lower levels than spruce, displays a
declining trend in all later observations (Figure 19c, Table 5).

Overall, the development of the gaps displayed closure of the vacant canopy space.
The spruce gap increased its single-layer gap projection area (GPA) of 70.2% of the gap
polygon in 2006 to 84.0% in 2012. European beech increased its gap polygon cover from
59% in the beginning up to 90% at the last observation. The mixed gap cover started
at 73.3% and increased to 90.9%. Concurrently, the multi-layering area ML of all three
gaps increased, whereby the absolute multi-layering as well as its increase was least
prominent in the pure spruce gap. Both, the pure beech and the mixed-species gap
reached relative multi-layering RML values of 27.0% at the end of the study. Yet, the
European beech gap featured a higher level during the observations in 2008 and 2010.

4.4. Structural parameters of small-leaved lime and black locust and
their response to varying urban environments

Within the municipal area of Munich, small-leaved lime displayed significantly larger
crown volumes than black locust at comparable dbh and h levels (Figure 20). Crown
volumes depended significantly on measured branch angles and lengths. However,
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Figure 20.: Volume-dbh (top row) and Volume-h (bottom row) relation of small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata,
left column) and black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia, right column) (Bayer et al. 2017).

species and growing location had no significant influence on branch parameters (Figure
21, Table 6). It is conceivable, since only main branches, i.e. of the first order, have been
measured that the structural diversification of branching patterns was primarily caused
by branches of second and higher order and therefore not recorded in this study. Tree
species and growing location displayed a significant influence in the h-bdh relationship.
Crown length lc, besides dbh and h, was significantly dependent on species and growing
location. With comparable crown volume, black locust covered more ground in terms of
CPA than small-leaved lime.

In case of black locust, all three growing locations displayed significantly different
indicators for crown surface complexity, with street featuring the least and park trees
the most complexity (Figure 22). Small-leaved lime displayed no statistical difference
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Figure 21.: Skeleton parameters branch angle ϕb, branch length lb, branch bending crook and stem inclina-
tion ϕs by species (top row: small-leaved lime, bottom row: black locust) and growing location (Bayer et al.
2017).

between park and town square but street trees significantly stood out with considerably
less crown surface complexity.

The growing location has no significant influence on small-leaved lime’s horizontal
crown center displacement CDh. Black locust growing in parks significantly stand out
from both, street and town square locusts and all small-leaved limes (Table 6). Obviously,
stem inclination and tree height are major determining factors for the horizontal crown
displacement. Yet, black locust shows an additional significant difference of the growing
location park, suggesting that competition with surrounding trees has a meaningful
effect on CDh. Branch angle, branch length, species and growing location are significant
factors determining the vertical crown center displacement CDv. As in the case of
the horizontal crown center displacement, a significant difference of CDv among the
growing locations of small-leaved lime could not be verified. A larger sample size
however, might have yielded a clear difference between town squares and the park.
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Table 6.: Tree skeleton parameters. ϕs stem inclination, CDh horizontal crown displacement, CDv vertical
crown displacement, ϕb branch angle from branch base to branch end, lb branch length, crook relation
between actual branch length and straight line from branch base to branch end (Bayer et al. 2017).

ϕs [°] se CDh se CDv se ϕb [°] se lb [m] se crook se

T. cordata
Park 5.5 1.1 0.66 0.12 0.49 0.013 134.1 5.7 5.17 0.79 0.93 0.007
Place 7.7 2.6 0.81 0.24 0.43 0.015 132.1 5.0 5.96 0.71 0.93 0.011
Street 4.4 0.5 0.87 0.13 0.47 0.012 128.6 2.9 5.21 0.47 0.93 0.006

R. pseudoacacia
Park 10.6 2.7 2.82 0.47 0.64 0.045 137.3 4.0 7.62 0.70 0.88 0.018
Place 4.7 1.0 0.95 0.22 0.54 0.026 128.9 4.5 4.89 0.62 0.92 0.012
Street 4.9 1.1 0.72 0.12 0.54 0.014 131.9 3.1 5.43 0.50 0.91 0.010

Black locust growing in park environments significantly differs from both street and
town square trees in regards to the vertical crown center position.
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Figure 22.: Linearized α-shape volume series for (l) Robinia pseudoacacia and (r) Tilia cordata by growing
location. For better visual presentation and illustration of the slopes (β1), absolute values have been shiftet
so that α0.25 = 0.0. Due to the 1/α-transformation, more negative slopes mean higher fractal-like surface
complexity (Bayer et al. 2017).

Black locust displays significant difference between trees located in parks and streets.
Among the growing locations of small-leaved lime, and between both species in general,
no further significant differences could be identified. The branch bending is significantly
related to species, CPA and ϕb. Branch angles ϕb as well as branch length lb significantly
affect crown volume. No distinct differences between species or growing locations could
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Figure 23.: Mean radial distance of the point density quantiles from the crown center in relation to the
spherical crown radius for Tilia cordata and Robinia pseudoacacia. (l) Town square (m) street canyon (r) park
(Bayer et al. 2017)

be found. However, between black locust growing at town squares and the other two
locations a remarkable difference in variance is present.

Tree species had no significant effect on the mean distance of voxels belonging to
an individual tree crown’s point density quantiles in relation to the spherical crown
radius (Figure 23). Within the species of small-leaved lime, the growing location as well
had no significant effect on the relation between density quantile and its mean relative
distance from the crown center. Black locust however, displayed a significant role of the
respective growing location in the density quantile-distance relation.
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5. Discussion

This thesis highlights the many facets of tree morphology and the conditions affecting
them. The included studies span across a variety of aspects in regards to structure.
Detailed measurements of crown parameters from simple convex hulls down to surface
properties, density distribution within the crown, to structural attributes at branch level
as well as repeated observations of dynamic processes and the according structural
responses have been investigated. In order to achieve this, extensive methodological
developments in the field of the analysis of terrestrial laser scanner data of forest and
urban trees have been carried out.

5.1. Intra- and interspecific competition and crown structure

Spruce and beech embody rather different species in terms of functional and structural
attributes. Spruce is a quick, vertically oriented but comparatively unplastic species,
while beech is a slow, rather laterally oriented and very plastic species. A combination
of such complementary species leads to a meaningful modification of the canopy struc-
ture compared to pure stands, which might produce the particular broad intraspecific
plasticity not known from pure stands. Other common species combinations such as
oak/beech, pine/beech, eucalypt/acacia, populus/white spruce for example, represent
similarly diverse structural and functional stands and might display comparable crown
plasticity in inter- versus intraspecific environments (Bauhus et al. 2004).

Differing crown structures of European beech and Norway spruce have already been
subject of detailed analysis (Assmann 1961; Droste zu Hülshoff 1969; Pretzsch and
Schütze 2005). Research article I of this thesis (Bayer et al. 2013) however, focuses on
variation and additional information on parameters such as branch angles not only
between species but the disparities between pure and mixed stands as well (Figure 24).
Intra- and interspecific crown plasticity in regards to mixture has hardly been elucidated
so far (Purves et al. 2007; Richards et al. 2010). The revealed crown development of
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5 DISCUSSION 5.1 Intra- and interspecific competition and crown structure

Figure 24.: Schematic drawing of the qualitative differences between individual European beech trees
growing in (l) pure and (r) mixed-species stands found by Bayer et al. (2013)

mixed stands is beyond the known range of pure stands. It therefore indicates structural
crown attributes emerging from interspecific environments.

The competition of beech versus spruce through shallower branch angles, wider crown
extension and denser space filling in interspecific versus intraspecific neighborhoods
might be favored in two different ways. Namely by accessing contested resources
and blocking the approaches of neighbors by effective shading and space occupation.
Increased structural crown plasticity and more structural complexity within the canopy
results in a higher variability of environmental conditions. This in return triggers
the plasticity at organ, crown or tree level in order to optimally capture resources or
acclimate to competing neighbors and the resulting altered environment. As a result
of the interaction between growth, structure and local environment, the structural
variability affects interspecific competition, production as well as structural diversity
and biodiversity.

The results of research paper I suggest, that European beech features significantly
higher variability in terms of branch angles and lateral branch extension in mixture. This
strengthens beech’s ability to increase growing space and may contribute to explain-
ing, why under interspecific competition with spruce, beech is able to penetrate and
occupy crown space very efficiently while commiting only to relativeley low biomass
investments (Pretzsch and Schütze 2005). Organs such as branches, twigs and leaves
are responsible for a considerable share of a tree’s productivity. Therefore, structural
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5 DISCUSSION 5.2 TLS validation of structural-functional tree models

variation may not only have an effect on the filling of canopy space but the efficiency
of tree crowns in terms of biomass production per unit of crown projection area and
year. The competitive strength regarding resource exploitation may be affected as well
(Matyssek et al. 2005).

Its plasticity regarding lateral crown expansion prevents Norway spruce from being
out-competed by beech, drives it into higher canopy layers where less shading is preva-
lent and light may be captured easily and efficiently. This reaction may contribute to the
understanding of over-yielding of spruce when grown in mixture with beech (Pretzsch
2009; Pretzsch et al. 2010). Combinations of Norway spruce and European beech may
achieve an average over-yielding of about 20 % in relation to the respective pure stands
(Pretzsch et al. 2010). Because improvements of soil properties caused by mixture are
not as beneficial to European beech as they are to spruce, the over-yielding of beech
is supposedly related to differing crown structure attributes such as those found by
research paper I.

Besides productivity, the structural richness found in tree crowns plays an important
role in habitat formation and its effect on biodiversity. The habitat heterogenity hypothe-
sis suggests that increased complexity induces increased species diversity by providing
more niches and opportunities to exploit environmental resources (e.g. MacArthur and
MacArthur 1961; Bazzaz 1975). Animal species, regarding their distribution and inter-
action, are often affected by the plant community of its habitat which usually provides
a majority of the physical structure of the environment (Lawton 1983; McCoy and Bell
1991). The majority of studies about habitat heterogeneity found positive correlations
between plant species diversity and structural complexity of the habitat defined by
attributes such as branching patterns of tree crowns (Tews et al. 2004). Mixed species
stands might therefore not only be beneficial to animal species diversity because of plant
species diversity but as well by the potentially increased structural complexity of the
habitat forming trees themselves.

5.2. TLS validation of structural-functional tree models

Research paper II (Beyer et al. 2017a) is a special case regarding the fact that it was mainly
written in order to validate the functional-structural tree model presented by Beyer et al.
(2017c). It is however, a valuable contribution because it demonstrated how TLS data
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can be incorporated and used for the thorough investigation of functional-structural
growth models.

Especially considering the potential TLS imagery offers in terms of detailed tree mor-
phology and structure, growth modelers might benefit from working closely together
with LiDAR practitioners. Eventually, novel spatially explicit empirical data might
become a solid basis for growth model parameter estimations. Further technical ad-
vancements in LiDAR technology are still required to make it more accessible, practicable
and efficient. Simultaneously, more development and progress in TLS data processing
and interpretation algorithms such as those developed and applied in the scope of this
thesis continue to be necessary.

5.3. Forest gap structure and dynamics

Size-asymmetric competition caused by larger individuals claiming disproportionate
shares of the contested resources and thus supressing less competitive neighbors is a
common occurrence in plant communities (Schwinning and Weiner 1998; Weiner and
Damgaard 2006). In temperate forest stands, where the primary limit to tree growth
often is light availability, the existence of taller trees with their according high potential
for light interception often cause such a size-asymmetric competition (Wichmann 2002).
Seeing that the actual availability and distribution of resources, for example light, within
the canopy space are hard to measure, space functions as an important abstraction
for above-ground resources. Following this, some authors argue that space may be
thought-about as a resource itself (Grams and Lüttge 2011).

Shape, size and abundance of openings in the canopy thus are essential regarding
the mechanisms of stand dynamics. Assuming a 3% annual rate of tree loss caused by
thinning or mortality results in the formation of an open gap area of 300 m2/ha/year.
Let’s further assume a rotation period of 100 years. Over this amount of time, the
temporal gap areas caused by this drop-out process amount to about 30,000 m2 or 300%
of the actual stand area (Pretzsch 2014). Repeatedly, the growing space is released,
contested, occupied and released again due to the dynamics of mortality and thinning as
well as the recapturing of the most competitive induviduals (Bauhus 2009). Beginning
with several thousand planted - or even millions if naturally regenerated - individual
trees taking part in the process of competing for space and the involved capturing
and recapturing, only about 50 to 100 trees per ha finally form a mature stand. Species
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characterized by high crown plasticity are able to occupy these ever-emerging gaps faster
and more thoroughly than less plastic competitors. Especially predominantly mono-
layered stands undergo a constant opening and following closure by crown extension
in the canopy. Crown and thus gap size as well, increases with tree age. Because the
filling of larger gaps by adjacent trees is more time consuming, the reoccupation of
space becomes more sluggish with increasing stand age. Even in an un-thinned mono-
layered stand with pure species composition, 5 - 15% of the total stand area remains
open (Wiedemann 1951). Individual tree growth in temperate forests is often light-
limited. Gaps are closed faster above-ground than below-ground, the corresponding
vacancies in the root space can finally be covered by root extension (Bauhus 2009).
Individuals displaying the highest crown plasticity are able to gain more additional
space by faster and wider ranging gap occupation and consequently better resource
capture and higher competitive strength. Sudden and abrupt gap emergence caused
by thinning for example, favor species capable of quick and far-reaching occupation.
Vacancies in the canopy produced by mortality in contrast, emerge rather continuously
and are under slow and steady occupation by neighbors already in advance of the tree’s
death.

The findings of research paper III (Bayer and Pretzsch 2017) suggest, that the mixture
of the gap (mixed or pure) has no significant impact on the observed reactions of
Norway spruce and European beech. Obviously, the mechanisms of intra- and inter-
specific competition are important drivers of stand development, structure as well as
functions and processes of forest stands (Hari 1985; Pretzsch 2009). In the case of gaps
located in stands where light availability constitutes the main limitation to growth
however, the abrupt abundance of free above-ground resources may likely overshadow
any potential mixing effects between the two species at least during the initial years
of reoccupation. Both species displayed rather opposing reactions to the emergence
of the gaps. For Norway spruce the results indicate no shifts in resource allocation.
However, space exploitation and biomass investment efficiencies are increased during
the first two years after gap emergence. In conclusion, Norway spruce’s development is
mainly characterized by increased dbh growth and hardly any substantial morphological
adaptions. Asymmetry of lateral growth is existent, however it develops slowly, so that
statistical significant differences between observations was only given after for the first
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and last observation. Due to conifers’ low directional growth towards light, this was not
unexpected (Muth and Bazzaz 2002; Seidel et al. 2016).

European beech in contrast, displayed fast lateral crown expansion followed by a
sharp decrease in crown size during the first two years after the gap creation. From the
available data, the decrease could not be attributed to a specific cause with certainty.
It seems likely, that the crown retreat was caused by one or several weather events,
resulting in mechanical damage. However it is conceivable that, as a result of the rapid
initial crown expansion and the following increase in competition, mechanical abrasion
between crowns contributed to the loss of crown mass. According to some authors,
abrasion might even be one of the substantial drivers of above ground competition
(Franco 1986; Hajek et al. 2015). Overall, the high plasticity of European beech resulted
in meaningful morphological reactions to the emergence of gaps. The investigated
allocation ratios showed a strong bias towards lateral crown expansion immediately
after the gap creation. In conclusion, the individual tree dynamics of European beech
with its rapid closing approach suggests resource allocation heavily in favor of space
occupation and its associated competitive effects, even to the cost of reduced DBH and
biomass growth initially.

European beech obtains much of its exceptional competitive strength in most of
Central Europe’s natural forest systems from its morphological adaption capabilities
(Dieler and Pretzsch 2013; Bayer et al. 2013) as well as the fast and efficient ability to
occupy free canopy space it demonstrated in the study of research paper III (Bayer
and Pretzsch 2017). In this context, beech is not only able to secure above-ground
resources for itself, but also to exclude competitors from accessing the same resources
and to hold back potential future competitors from the undersoty (Pretzsch and Schütze
2009). Quick and thorough exploitation of growing space by fast crown expansion is
favorable in regards to future growth and yield potential. However, negative economic
effects of large crowns, especially on tree value have to be considered. Lower crown
base, knottiness, stem-bending, tree-ring width irregularities for instance, are often
economically detrimental side-effects of structurally complex stands (Macdonald et al.
2010; Pretzsch and Rais 2016). Similarly to individual tree structures, the size and
structure of crowns and gaps and their development over time also determine habitat
formation. Opposed to trees developing in the stand interior under relatively regular
spacing, individual trees growing at the borders of stands or gaps develop different
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crown shapes. Plastic species especially, develop asymmetric crown shapes, longer and
often more irregularly shaped branches and lower crown base heights. The larger set of
varying habitat structures may enable particular animal species to inhabit a stand which
would otherwise not be suitable (North et al. 1999; Hinsley et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2012).

5.4. Urban tree structure and ecosystem functions and services

Spiritual, moral and aesthetic values are often influenced by the urban environment
(Chiesura 2004; Tyrväinen et al. 2005). Thus, green spaces are an important aspect of
social and cultural values within cities (Chan et al. 2012). Beneficial effects on physical
and mental health, social cohesion, as well as multitude of recreational opportunities
may enhance the overall quality of life in urban areas (Gómez-Baggethun and Barton
2013; Livesley et al. 2016). Most, if not all contributions of urban trees to these benefits
can directly or indirectly be related to structure.

Regarding temperature regulation and shading for example, the results of research
paper IV (Bayer et al. 2017) show that small-leaved lime featured larger crown volumes
than black locust at comparable tree sizes. Black locust displayed larger crown projection
areas per m3 of crown volume. Small-leaved lime however, is known to feature denser
crowns as well and therefore promotes an overall stronger shading effect. Additionally,
with its higher leaf area, small-leaved lime is able to produce a stronger average cooling
effect through evapotranspiration than black locust (Moser et al. 2015; Rahman et al.
2017). Both species did not show significant differences in terms of structure in relation
to growing location.

Windspeed is one of the most important factors for pedestrian comfort in urban
landscapes. Next to buildings, trees are among the largest objects in those environments.
Hence, trees are stationary subgrid-scale obstacles within the turbulent wind-flowfield
of street canyons (Mochida et al. 2008; Mochida and Lun 2008). Crown size and inner
structure define an individual tree’s effect as an obstacle to wind (Roodbaraky et al.
1994; Stathopoulos 2006). For the mitigation of strong winds, small-leaved lime might
be more effective than black locust. Its larger crowns as well as its in comparison lower,
and therefore closer to pedestrian levels, crown center make it a sensible choice for wind
exposed locations such as town squares.

Small-leaved lime with its larger and denser crowns in comparison to black locust
(Moser et al. 2015) has the higher potential for rain interception. However, under space
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restrictions, black locust with its ability to cover more ground area per m3 of crown
volume while maintaining comparably smaller crowns, might be a better choice for rain
sheltering.

Structurally, black locust has a higher potential for air purification than small-leaved
lime. Its more complex crown surfaces in combination with a more complex leaf mor-
phology provide good prerequisites for efficient filtering of air pollutants. Furthermore,
the lower LAI values of black locust compared to small-leaved lime are likely beneficial
for its air purification potential as well. The inner crown’s wind speed is not reduced
as much and therefore the turbulent decomposition of atmospheric particles through
impaction is not inhibited as much (Hofman et al. 2014) in the case of black locust. The
differences found in crown surface complexity in relation to growing location suggest,
that black locust features the highest purification potential in parks, followed by town
squares with the least potential in street canyons.

Black locust displayed more complex crown surfaces than small-leaved lime. The
highest complexity was found in parks where animal sighting often contributes to
the desired recreational value. High crown complexity means a larger abundance of
concavities and gaps in the crown periphery and thus a larger abundance of potential
habitats (Müller et al. 2012; Blakey et al. 2017).

Next to the numerous benefits urban trees are able to provide, some ecosystem
disservices have to be considered as well (Lyytimäki and Sipilä 2009). These negative
aspects are often neglected in the assessment of urban tree effects on the environment.
Among the disservices related to tree structure are mechanical damage to pavements by
rooting activities, the blocking of views (Lyytimäki et al. 2008), the corrosion of buildings
caused by bird excrements or animal digging related to the habitat-forming aspects of
tree structure (De Stefano and Deblinger 2005; Lyytimäki and Sipilä 2009), for example.
The provision of certain habitats may also result in an abundance of species like rats,
wasps, pigeons or mosquitoes, which are perceived as pests by a many people and may
take part in the transmission of diseases. Furthermore, several health issues may be
caused or enhanced by allergenic pollen (Dales et al. 2008; Cariñanos and Casares-Porcel
2011). The allergenicity values of wind-pollinated species might be affected by structural
attributes determining their wind interaction and crown permeablility (Cariñanos et al.
2016).
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6. Conclusion

By the combination of voxel based, α-shape based, and skeletonization based evaluations
of TLS data, novel insights into structural tree attributes could be acquired within the
scope of the research articels this dissertation is based on. The specifically developed
methods have been applied to the intra- and interspecific variations of crown structure
in forest stands, to forest gaps as well as their dynamics over several years and to
the individual tree structure of urban trees. The results were discussed in regards to
their implications for the respective study’s subject in order to contribute to a better
understanding of the feedback loop between structure and function and its implications.
To what extent the findings of the research papers this dissertation is based on, can be
transferred to other species, stands or cities is subject to further research.

Terrestrial laser scanning has been shown to be highly suitable for non-destructive,
high precision measurements of tree and stand structure. Many of the measured pa-
rameters are novel and hardly - in some cases not at all - obtainable with classical
dendrometrical measurement methods. Today’s, and even more so future LiDAR de-
vices have tremendous potential. Full-waveform or drone-based devices for example,
continue to improve as do methodologies for data evaluation and the extraction of novel
information for a more comprehensive understanding of tree and stand structure.
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Abstract How tree morphology develops in mixed-spe-

cies stands is essential for understanding and modelling

mixed-stand dynamics. However, research so far focused

on the morphological variation between tree species and

neglected the variation within a species depending on intra-

and interspecific competition. Our study, in contrast,

addresses crown properties of nine mature Norway spruces

(Picea abies [L.] Karst.) of a pure stand and compares them

with ten spruces growing in mixture with European beech

(Fagus sylvatica [L.]). The same was done with 11 pure

stand beeches and 12 beeches growing in mixture with

spruce. Through application of a terrestrial laser scanner

and a new skeletonization approach, we deal with both

species’-specific morphological traits such as branch angle,

branch length, branch bending, crown volume and space

occupation of branches within the crown, some of which

were hardly accessible so far. Special attention is paid to

distinct differences between trees growing in mixed and

pure stands: for spruce, our study reveals significantly

longer branches and greater crown volumes in the mixed

stand when compared to the pure stand. In case of Euro-

pean beech, individuals growing in mixture show flatter

branch angles, more distinct ramification, greater crown

volumes and a lower share of a single branch’s space

occupation in the total crown volume. The results show

that the presented methods yield detailed information on

the morphological traits analyzed in this study and that

interspecific competition on its own may have a significant

impact on crown structures. Implications for production

ecology and stand dynamics of mixed-species forests are

discussed.

Keywords Crown allometry � Crown plasticity �
Allometric variability � TLS � Skeletonization

Introduction

According to the principle of function convergence the

structure, physiology and phenology of plants indicate the

prevailing environmental conditions under which they

grow (see e.g., Assmann 1970; Walter 1931). This explains

why Oldemann (1990) or Roloff (2001) use tree mor-

phology and foliation for assessing tree vitality. For tree

crowns that mean that their size and form result from the

local environmental factors and resource supply which in

forest stands are mainly determined by the tree’s inter- or

intraspecific neighbourhood within the stand.

The structure of a tree’s crown is crucial in the feedback

loop between tree functioning, structure and environment

in pure stands (Hari 1985), but even more important in

mixed stands where different species demonstrate their

abilities to acclimate their structures to capture contested

resources more efficiently or deny competitors access to

the same resources (Pretzsch 2009).

The importance of crown structure and crown plasticity

for the dynamic of mixed species stands is recognized and

addressed (Pretzsch 2003; Price et al. 2010; Richards et al.
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2010) but hardly elucidated so far, especially in mature

stands where crown structure is difficult to measure.

Measurement of tree crowns by e.g., Badoux (1946) and

Burger (1939) constitutes the paradigm shift from stand to

individual tree level thinking and modelling in forest sci-

ence. Terrestrial methods for measuring (Röhle and Huber

1985), quantifying (Assmann 1970) and modelling (Pret-

zsch 1992, 2009) tree crowns were continuously refined.

The main objective was to understand, predict and maxi-

mize tree growth based on empirical relationships between

growing space of the tree, crown size and stem volume

growth (Assmann 1970; Pretzsch 2006). A further aspect

was the effect of silviculture on crown structure and wood

quality (Zobel and van Buijtenen 1989 Wilhelmsson et al.

2002; Seifert 2003). New motivation for crown analysis

came from allometry (Niklas 1994) and especially from the

metabolic scaling theory (MST) which provides promising

synthesis, scaling approaches and models for the func-

tioning and structure of plants from organ to ecosystem

level (Enquist et al. 1998; West et al. 2009).

Understanding and modelling of tree growth in mixture

require tracing of the causes of over- or underyielding from

stand to the tree or even organ level. Space-filling princi-

ples within the crown such as branch angle, branch length,

branch number and ramification in mixture may differ from

pure stands and indicate changed resource supply, resource

capture, or resource use efficiency (Binkley et al. 2004).

However, these space filling principles and the according

morphological patterns triggered by interspecific competi-

tion can hardly be revealed by classical crown measure-

ment by recording the crown length and cross section area

in order to estimate the extension of the convex hull (Röhle

and Huber 1985).

Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) is widely utilized for

high precision measurements in architecture, engineering

and archaeology (Vosselman and Maas 2010) and in the last

decade also used to measure forest parameters for inventory

and even individual tree parameters (Huang and Pretzsch

2010; Pretzsch et al. 2011). The extraction of a structure

description from TLS point clouds such as a collection of

connected lines is called skeletonization and allows detailed

analysis of morphological traits. Automated skeletonization

approaches already exist and show great potential (e.g., van

Leeuwen et al. 2011; Bucksch et al. 2010; Bremer et al.

2012). These methods however, are often highly species

specific, require several scan positions per tree as well as

generally free-standing test trees and suffer from difficulties

dealing with inhomogeneous point densities, data gaps and

noise within the dataset (Bucksch 2011; Côté et al. 2011).

Thus, there is still a lot of need for further research until

those methods can be used to reliably measure crown

parameters at the branch level, especially within forest

stands where occlusion is considerably stronger.

In order to contribute to the understanding of inter- and

intraspecific competition and its impact on structural

parameters, we developed and applied a new, software

based manual skeletonization method for TLS point clouds

to Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) and European

beech (Fagus sylvatica [L.]) dealing with the following

questions:

1. Is the presented method suitable to reveal structural

crown properties, what problems arise and how may

they be overcome?

2. What are the characteristic branch angles of both

species and does growing within a mixed stand cause

variations of these angles?

3. What are the characteristic branch length and branch

bending of both species and does growing within

mixture influence them?

4. What are the specific length-sum of the branches,

number of branches and their distribution regarding

branch order of both species and does interspecific

competition affect these parameters?

5. How large is the crown volume and the space that

individual branches occupy within the crown on a fine

scale and do these parameters in mixed stands differ

from those in pure stands?

Material and methods

Study area

For scrutiny of structural traits of spruce and beech and

their differences in pure versus mixed stands, we selected

the age series SON 814 (west–east spread: 10�2804500E–

0�3103900E, north–south spread: 47�3100500N–47�3203100N)

which includes both, pure and mixed stands of Norway

spruce and European beech and is located 785–800 m

above sea level in the ecological region 14.4 ‘‘Schwäbisch-

Bayerische Jungmoräne und Molassevorberge. Westliche

kalkalpine Jungmoräne’’ in southern Bavaria, about 60 km

southwest of Munich, Germany. The mean annual tem-

perature is 6.8 �C with a precipitation of 1,114 mm. During

the vegetation period of 140 days (days C10 �C) the tem-

perature averages 13.9 �C accompanied by 648 mm of

precipitation. The natural vegetation would be a Luzulo-

Fagetum association.

We took our sample trees from plot SON814/3 which is

composed of parts where both species occur in pure as well

as in mixed stands with otherwise equal underlying con-

ditions. An overview of the stand characteristics for

SON814/3 is given in Table 1. We considered a tree that

had no other tree’s crown in between its own crown and the

crown of the sample tree a neighbour. The selection of our

1036 Trees (2013) 27:1035–1047
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sample trees was done in such a way as to ensure that trees

classified as growing in pure stand were surrounded

exclusively by neighbours belonging to the same species.

Accordingly, a sample tree was only classified as growing

in mixture if all of its neighbours are members of the

opposite species. Furthermore, we closely paid attention to

tree size and competitive situation to ensure that trees of

both pure and mixed stands grow under comparable con-

ditions and differences in structural crown properties are

caused by mixture itself and not by differences in local

stand density or tree size. The sample spruces in pure and

mixed stand are 128-year old and of comparable average

height (pure 38.9 m, mixed 39.2 m) and relative height

(pure 0.93, mixed 0.94), i.e. their height in relation to the

highest neighbour within a radius of 10 m around the

sample tree. The local basal area (pure 64.82 m2/ha, mixed

63.28 m2/ha), i.e. the sum of basal areas of all trees also in

a 10 m radius around the sample tree, up-scaled to ha is

approximately the same. Spruce’s average dbh differs

significantly between pure (45.7 cm) and mixed stand

(59.1 cm). The selected beeches are at the age of 148 years

in both pure and mixed stand. Mean height (pure 36.8 m,

mixed 35.9 m), relative height (pure 0.94, mixed 0.91),

local basal area (pure 52.83 m2/ha, mixed 53.39 m2/ha)

and dbh (pure 43.7 cm, mixed 42.2 cm) are comparable. A

summary of the characteristics of our sample trees is given

in Table 2.

Data acquisition

We used the Riegl LMS-Z420i TLS system. This laser

scanner system works on the so-called time-of-flight prin-

ciple. A short laser impulse is fired in a specified direction

to a target. A part of the light is reflected back to the

scanner. The scanner measures the time between the firing

and the return of the signal. Multiplying this time with the

speed of light in air gives the double distance to the object.

The accuracy for these distance measurements is about

1 cm. The angles azimuth and inclination to the target are

recorded with a precision of 0.002�. For each laser impulse

the angles are slightly varied (0.06�) resulting in a scanning

action. The consecutive distance measurements result in a

range image of the desired region. With one setup of the

Riegl LMS-Z420i the maximum region is 360� (horizon-

tally) by 80� (vertically) wide. Tilting the scanner by 90�
and doing a second scan results in a nearly complete scan

of the whole sphere. The originally spherical coordinates

(azimuth, inclination and distance) are translated to

Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) for further processing.

Obviously, the measurement density drops with

increasing distance to the scanner as the angles are wid-

ening with distance. Moreover, the infrared the laser beam

is normally not able to penetrate the tree compartments and

so it is not possible to make measurements behind an

obstacle. These two effects result in rather sparse mea-

surement densities in higher crown regions, especially if

the crown parts near to the scanner are dense, like the

conifer crowns are (Hilker et al. 2010). Keeping this in

mind we set up the scanner between the trees of interest, in

a way that the tree crown was covered as much as possible

by the laser scan. In addition, we used a distance mea-

surement mode which is called last-pulse or last-target. In

this mode the last echo of the laser impulse is used for

distance recording, allowing the laser beam to penetrate the

tree crown further than using the normal, first-pulse mode.

Skeletonization

In order to determine crown structures as entirely as nec-

essary to gain insights on crown structures, we developed a

software-based approach for the manual skeletonization of

Table 1 Stand characteristics for the experimental plot SON814/3

Age dg

(cm)

Basal area

(m2 ha-1)

Volume

(m3 ha-1)

Norway spruce 128 56.1 36.8 640.6

European beech 143 42.3 19.4 360.0

Total – – 56.2 1,000.6

Volume indicates merchantable wood above 7 cm in diameter at the

thinner end

dg diameter of median basal area tree

Table 2 Tree characteristics for the analyzed Norway spruces and

European beeches in pure and mixed stands on the experimental plot

SON814/3

Norway spruce European beech

Pure Mixed Pure Mixed

Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE

N 9 – 10 – 11 – 12 –

Age 128 – 128 – 143 – 143 –

DBH

(cm)

45.7 3.05 59.1 3.79 43.7 1.82 42.2 2.30

H (m) 38.9 0.51 39.2 1.07 36.8 0.62 35.9 0.37

Rel. H 0.93 0.01 0.94 0.02 0.94 0.02 0.91 0.02

Local

basal area

(m2/ha)

64.82 3.24 63.28 2.32 52.83 2.36 53.39 3.25

N number of sample trees, DBH diameter at 1.3 m, Rel H height relative to

highest stand member within a 10 m radius, Local basal area sum of basal

areas of all trees within a radius of 10 m from sample tree up scaled to ha

Trees (2013) 27:1035–1047 1037
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measured TLS point clouds where the skeletonization of a

tree’s point cloud is done semi-manually, using software

specifically developed for this purpose. The code is written

in the programming language Python to facilitate fast and

relatively unproblematic adjustments and good interoper-

ability with other programming languages such as C/C??

for time-critical calculations or R for statistical analysis.

First, trees of sufficient scan quality were manually

extracted from the point cloud of the whole scan position

retrieved by the terrestrial laser scanner. These single tree

point clouds were then skeletonized by visualizing the tree,

utilizing the Mayavi program library for Python (Rama-

chandran and Varoquaux 2008) and letting the user mea-

sure the course of a branch by successively defining as

many branch segments as possible through a dedicated user

interface to get a sufficient image of the tree structure

(Fig. 1). The definition of the branch segments is done by

picking appropriate members of the point cloud, i.e. points

that actually belong to the specific branch with the help of

interactive call-back functions and internal plausibility

checks. Additional queried information for every branch

through user input includes branch type (main axis, sec-

ondary axis or branch), the branch order, the branch’s

parent-branch and whether the branch is dead or alive. The

entirety of the measured branches finally defines the tree’s

skeletal structure.

After the skeletonization process, the skeletal structure

serves as a basis for various calculations such as branch

angles, branch length and branch bending. Furthermore, the

point cloud of a tree or the combination of point cloud and

skeletal structure facilitates the calculation of crown vol-

ume and the space requirement of a branch, i.e. the volume

of a branch including smaller branches, twigs and foliage.

Branch angles

We defined a branch’s angle u as the angle between the

vectors bs
!

and z! where bs
!

is the vector from the branch’s

base to a point s lying on the branch in an arbitrary distance

r. z! is a vector of arbitrary length along the z-axis of the

coordinate system which is aligned to the centre of gravity

in negative direction. Since the skeletal approach allows

for angle investigation in different distances r and therefore

angle distributions along the course of a branch, the

coordinates of s are dependent on r. The point s

s!¼ p1
!þ�t2 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

t2
2 � 4t1t3

p

2t1

p2
!� p1

!� �

ð1Þ

with

t1 ¼ ðxp2 � xp1Þ2 þ ðyp2 � yp1Þ2 þ ðzp2 � zp1Þ2 ð2Þ

t2 ¼ 2ððxp2 � xp1Þðxp1 � bxÞ þ ðyp2 � yp1Þðyp1 � byÞ
þ ðzp2 � zp1Þðzp1 � bzÞÞ ð3Þ

t3 ¼ b2
x þ b2

y þ b2
z þ x2

p1 þ y2
p1 þ z2

p1

� 2ðbxxp1 þ byyp1 þ bzzp1Þ � r2 ð4Þ

can be determined by calculating the intersection point of

the surface of a sphere with radius r and centre b and the

line segment with bp1j j
��!

\r\ bp2j j
��!

where p1 is the first

point defining the branch segment and p2 is the second

respectively (Fig. 2). Finally, the branch angle u is

determined by the scalar product of bs
!

and z! (Eq. 5).

cos u ¼ bs
!� z!

bsj j
�!
� zj j
! ð5Þ

For each branch of each skeletonized tree, we calculated

branch angles in absolute distances ranging from 0.5 to

10 m in steps of 0.5 m. In addition, we determined angles

ranging from 0.5 to 5.0 m measurement distance in reverse

direction, meaning from the branch’s top to its base in 0.5-

m steps as well and lastly, we calculated angles in distances

relative to the branch in steps of 10 % of the branch’s

length.

Branch length

We defined two different lengths of a branch. One descri-

bed simply by the straight distance ls between the branch

base b and its end e (Eq. 6).

ls ¼ e!� b
!�

�

�

�

�

�
ð6Þ

The second length lc we defined achieves higher

accuracy by following the curvature of the branch and

summing up the lengths of all n segments belonging to the

branch’s skeletal structure as shown in Eq. (7).

lc ¼
X

n

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðp2x � p1xÞ2i þ ðp2y � p1yÞ2i þ ðp2z � p1zÞ2i
q

ð7Þ

Volume calculations

In order to estimate the spatial occupation of branches

within the crown, additional points in a distance of 10 cm

or less from each other were created within every branch

segment to achieve higher density and homogeneity of the

skeleton’s defining points. Then, every member of the TLS

point cloud was assigned to its nearest neighbour of the

enriched skeleton point crowd by application of the

kd-tree-based nearest neighbour algorithm described by

Maneewongvatana and Mount (1999). In computational
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geometry, an a-shape is a generalization of the convex hull

of a point set based on Delaunay triangulation. The so-

called a-value is a parameter that controls the level of

detail in which the calculated shape represents the point

cloud. It can range from a! 0 which yields the point

cloud itself to a!1 yielding the convex hull of the

point cloud. For detailed explanation see Edelsbrunner and

Mücke (1994).

The specific point cloud for every single branch result-

ing from the nearest neighbour assignment was used for

three-dimensional a-shape calculations. The volume Va of

the a-shape of a branch was calculated by summing up the

volumes of all n tetrahedrons being part of the a-shape as

shown in Fig. 3 and Eq. (8).

Va ¼
X

n

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

288
� det

0 u2
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ð8Þ

Since we calculated the a-shape for several alpha

values, ranging from coarse (convex hull: a = ?) to fine

(a = 0.25 m), it is possible to estimate the three-

dimensional hull and spatial requirement of a tree’s

branches including smaller branches, twigs and foliage

originating from it in different resolutions (Fig. 4).

To estimate the crown volume of a given tree’s point

cloud, a three-dimensional a-shape of all members of the

cloud with a z-value higher than that of the point where the

crown commences was calculated. Its volume was deter-

mined analogue to the calculation of a single branch vol-

ume. It represents the growing space occupied by the tree,

respectively its branches.

Results

The results summarized in Table 3 refer to all branches that

were alive and exceeded 5 % of their tree’s height in length

at the time the scans were made. For spruce, our study

reveals significantly longer branches and significantly

higher crown volumes in the mixed stand when compared

to the pure stand. In case of European beech, individuals

growing in mixture show flatter branch angles, more dis-

tinct ramification, higher crown volumes and a lower

proportion of single branch volumes within the crown. In

order to take the grouping of the branches on tree level into

account, we applied a linear mixed effects model (lme)

whenever it was appropriate.

Fig. 1 From point cloud to a

tree’s skeletal structure:

(l) isolated individual tree from

scan position image (m) skeletal

structure surrounded by original

point cloud data (r) isolated tree

skeleton
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Branch angles

The branch angles, measured from branch base to branch

end, over the entirety of all branches show significant

differences between pure and mixed stands for European

beech (Fig. 5). The mean angles of Norway spruce both in

the pure stand and the mixed stand are about 89� on

average (Table 3). European beech’s branch angles aver-

age at 138.6� in pure stands and 128.5� in mixed stands

(p \ 0.001). Moreover, the results for European beech

present significant differences between pure and mixed

stands for branch angles over the whole course of a branch

in all measurement distances relative to the total branch

length. While the angles derived from a lme stay on a

relatively constant level at about 140� in pure stands, in

mixed stand they decline from about 133.8� to 128.5� with

increasing measuring distance (Fig. 6). Both pure and

mixed stand branch angles flatten towards the branch end.

To illustrate this, the branch angles of beech’s crown

periphery measured in reversed direction, i.e. from branch

top in direction to the branch base in absolute measurement

distance intervals of 0.5 m, are presented in Fig. 7.

Branch length and branch bending

Norway spruce features significantly distinct branch

lengths ls. In pure stands the mean measured branch length

is 2.16 m compared to 2.78 m in mixed stands (p = 0.047;

see Table 3). For European beech, the results show no

Fig. 2 Angle between branch base b and point on the branch in

distance r

Fig. 3 Tetrahedron edges as in

Eq. (8)

Fig. 4 Original point cloud (l) and three-dimensional model of the

same tree assembled by its single branch a-shapes (r)
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significant differences over the entirety of all branches

(p = 0.070) as well as within the various branch orders.

Regarding the branch bending (BB), here defined as the

quotient ls/lc of branch length measured from branch base

to top and the branch length revealed by the sum of all

measured branch segments belonging to a branch, Norway

spruce features mean values of about 96 9 10-2 in pure

stands and in mixed stands without significant differences

(p = 0.556). European beech however shows significantly

distinct values of 96.21 9 10-2 in pure stand and

94.39 9 10-2 in mixed stand, meaning that branches in

mixed stands are less straight (p = 0.002).

Length sum, branch count and branch orders

For Norway spruce the number of measured branches

fulfilling the above-mentioned criteria averages 20.1

branches in pure and 26.0 branches in mixed stands

resulting in no significant difference (p = 0.261). Euro-

pean beech, however, with 18.6 branches in the pure stand

compared to 35.8 branches in the mixed stand, showed

significantly more measureable branches over all in mixed

stands (p \ 0.001; Table 3). Especially branches of the

second, third and fourth orders are significantly more

numerous in mixed stands as shown in Fig. 8. While there

is a tendency but no significant difference in the average

branch length of European beech in pure and mixed stand

(p = 0.070; see Table 3), due to the higher quantity of

branches the sum branch lengths (SBL) differs significantly

between pure (89.3 m) and mixed (153.8 m) stands

(p \ 0.001).

Table 3 Descriptive statistics for the analyzed sample trees

Norway spruce European beech

Pure stand Mixed stand Pure stand Mixed stand

Model Mean SE Mean SE p Mean SE Mean SE p

N lm 20.1 4.493 26.0 3.092 0.261 18.6 2.663 35.8 3.687 \0.001

u (�) lme 89.55 3.175 88.12 4.365 0.747 138.56 2.220 128.52 2.870 0.0022

ls (m) lme 2.16 0.210 2.78 0.289 0.0476 4.81 0.209 4.31 0.261 0.0702

BB lme 95.72e-2 5.631e-3 96.27e-2 7.525e-3 0.475 96.21e-2 4.188e-3 94.39e-2 5.281e-3 0.0024

SBL (m) lm 45.82 12.536 68.98 8.628 0.0821 89.26 15.560 153.84 10.760 \0.001

RLBV (m3) lme – – – – – -3.777 0.121 -4.286 0.160 0.0045

CV (m3) lm 21.07 7.120 46.23 9.814 0.0202 25.25 5.763 58.97 7.978 \0.001

Volume calculations are based on a-shapes with a = 0.25 m

N number of branches per tree, u branch angle measured from branch base to branch end, ls branch length in straight line from branch base to

branch end, BB branch curvature, SBL sum of branch lengths per tree, RLBV relative logarithmic branch volume, CV crown volume, lm standard

linear model, lme linear mixed effects model

Fig. 5 All branch angles measured from branch base to branch top

for Norway spruce and European beech in pure and mixed stands.

Differences between pure and mixed stands are highly significant for

European beech (linear model, p \ 0.001). Sp Norway spruce in pure

stand, Sm Norway spruce in mixed stand, Bp European beech in pure

stand, Bm European beech in mixed stand

Fig. 6 Mean relative angles and single standard error bars for

European beech in pure and mixed stands derived from a linear mixed

effects model. Trees growing in pure stands show significantly higher

values than trees growing in mixture over the whole course of a

branch. While the angles stay on a relatively constant level in pure

stands, they decline with increasing measurement distance. p values

range from 0.047 (worst) to 0.002 (best)
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Volume of the a-shape of individual branches

and the crown as a whole

Crown volumes (CV), based on volume calculations of

a-shapes (a = 0.25 m) of the individual tree point clouds,

were significantly higher in mixed stands for both Norway

spruce and European beech as presented in Table 3. In the

case of Norway spruce, the differences in crown volumes

between pure and mixed stands are mainly caused by the

greater average branch lengths in mixed stands compared

to pure stands (R2 = 0.34, p = 0.005) (see Fig. 9). Branch

angles of spruce appear to have no significant influence

on crown volume. The differences in crown volumes

of European beech on the other hand are related to the

differences of the branch angles (R2 = 0.36, p = 0.002)

(see Fig. 10), while branch length shows no significant

influence.

The relative branch volume (RBV), i.e. the branch

volume in relation to the tree’s crown volume, shows no

significant differences between pure and mixed stands

when a linear mixed effects model is applied. However, the

logarithmic relative branch volume (RLBV) is significantly

higher in pure stands for European beech for both standard

linear models as well as linear mixed effects models

(plme = 0.005; Table 3). Since due to occlusion caused by

foliage, the skeletonization of Norway spruce proved to be

difficult in the higher crown regions, branch volume cal-

culations did not yield reliable results.

Discussion

How different tree crowns may develop under intra- and

interspecific competition is illustrated in Fig. 11 by the

example of the results we found for European beech. Tree

crown development plays an essential role during stand

development of pure and even more of mixed-species

forests. In order to explain the relevance of crown devel-

opment and intraspecific plasticity in the interaction

between two tree species during stand development,

Fig. 12 illustrates the feedback between their functioning,

structure, and local environment within the stand. The

distinction between functioning (e.g., growth), structure

formation (e.g., crown extension, crown space filling) and

environment (e.g., light supply in the canopy, water supply

below ground) is made in accordance to the ecosystem

approach by Hari (1985, p 28) and Pretzsch (2009, p 226).

The trees can modify their local environment within the

stand via their structure and their functioning.

The functioning (e.g., growth, partitioning) can change

the tree structure (e.g., crown width, branch angles) and the

resulting tree and stand structure affects the local envi-

ronmental conditions for tree and stand growth (slow

feedback loop functioning ? structure ? environment ?
functioning, represented by bold arrows). The extinction of

light in the stand canopy results from the tree and stand

structure which are analyzed in this study. The tree

Fig. 7 Absolute branch angle means and double standard error bars

of European beech measured from branch end towards branch base.

Means and errors are derived from a linear mixed effects model.

p values range from 0.002 (worst) to \0.001 (best)

Fig. 8 Mean number of branches and double standard error for

European beech in pure and mixed stands by branch order. In mixture,

European beech shows significantly more branches of the second,

third and fourth order (p2 \ 0.001, p3 = 0.011, p4 = 0.004)

Fig. 9 Relation between average branch length and crown volume

derived from a-shapes with a = 0.25 m for Norway spruce.

Va ¼ �45:0þ28:1 � ls, R2 = 0.34, p = 0.005, shaded area marks

the 95 % confidence region of the regression line
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functioning can also directly affect the environment (rapid

feedback loop functioning ? environment ? functioning,

represented by bold arrow and opposite thin arrow). Supply

or efficiency of soil water and nutrient exploitation may be

reduced or enhanced e.g., if shallow rooting species and

deeper rooting neighbours complement each other (Grams

et al. 2002; Bolte and Villanueva 2006).

Our results on the variability of crown structure concern

the slow feedback loop functioning ? structure ? envi-

ronment ? functioning. The crown development revealed

for mixed stands is beyond the range known from pure

stands and indicates crown properties emerging in inter-

specific environment.

The principle differences in the crown properties

between spruces and beeches in mono-specific stands were

already subject of detailed analysis (Assmann 1961; von

Droste zu Hülshoff 1969; Pretzsch and Schütze 2005) and

we just discuss additional details like species-specific

branch angles, numbers and volumes. In contrast, the intra-

specific crown plasticity of both species in mixed versus

pure stands which we focused on was hardly analyzed so

far (Purves et al. 2007; Richards et al. 2010).

The shallower branch angle, further crown extension,

and denser crown space filling of beech in interspecific

versus intraspecific neighbourhood may favour the com-

petition of beech versus spruce in two different ways, via

access to contested resources and hindering of a neigh-

bour’s approach by effective shading and space occupation.

A higher structural crown plasticity and more complex

canopy structure creates a higher variability of environ-

mental conditions and in return triggers the plasticity at

organ, crown or tree structure level for an optimal capture

of resource or acclimation to the environment altered by

competing neighbours. As a result of the feedback between

growth, structure and local environmental conditions,

structural variability can have an effect on interspecific

competition, production ecology, structural diversity and

biodiversity as shown in the following.

Methodological considerations on TLidar application

Our semi-manual skeletonization approach facilitates the

retrieval of crown structures from imperfect TLS point

cloud data and does so regardless of tree species. Even, due

to occlusion and little scan positions, imperfect data as

retrieved within actual forest stands yield usable tree

architectures. However, occlusion, inhomogeneous point

densities and noise within the dataset can still be an issue.

Especially crown regions of Norway spruce which are

higher than about 70 % of the tree’s height were hard to

capture due to high occlusion caused by its foliage.

Because of that, our method did not deliver reliable branch

Fig. 10 Relation between mean branch angle measured from branch

base to branch end per tree and crown volume derived from a-shape

with a = 0.25 m for Europen beech. For better readability, angles

were subtracted from 180�. Here, increasing angles mean flatter

branches resulting in a larger crown volume. Va ¼ �42:7þ1:9�
ð180�uÞ, R2 = 0.36, p = 0.002, shaded area marks the 95 %

confidence region of the regression line

Fig. 11 Schematic drawing of crown structures of European beech in

pure (left) and mixed (right) stands to illustrate the different

branching structures. While individuals growing in pure stands

develop steeper branches, those growing in mixture with Norway

spruce show flatter branches with a higher number of smaller

branches originating from them

Fig. 12 Feedback between stand structure, environmental conditions

and tree functioning in a two-specific mixed forest stand. Further

explanation is given in the text
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a-shapes and their volumes for Norway spruce sample

trees. In fact the number of measurable branches in the

higher crown regions is much lower than the actual number

of branches of the tree, which in combination with the

nearest neighbour assignment of the TLS point cloud

members leads to a large overestimation of the actual point

cloud of a branch. The establishment of more scan posi-

tions and the utilization of a more advanced TLS-device

such as a full waveform scanner may help to overcome this

problem. European beech on the other hand, if scanned

outside the vegetation period under foliage free condition,

proves to be a lot less problematic in that regard and yields

viable tree architectures even in the higher crown regions.

Another issue that needs further investigation is the

optimal a-value for the hull and volume calculations. The

higher the chosen value the coarser the hull, which means

that noisy point cloud members lying outside the actual

crown or branch gain larger influence on the resulting

volume calculation. On the other hand, a-values that are

too small can lead to an underestimation of the actual

crown or branch volume since holes in the point cloud data

that are caused by occlusion are omitted in the hull cal-

culation (Edelsbrunner and Mücke 1994). Therefore,

depending on the quality of the dataset and the applied scan

resolution, the range of reasonable a-values can vary. In

our case, an a-value of 0.25 m provided a practicable trade-

off between over- and underestimation of the actual

growing space while ensuring that the potential point

density in an assumed maximum measurement distance of

50 m is still sufficient for every a-shape facet.

Intraspecific variation of morphological traits in mixed-

species versus pure stands

The longevity of forests enables a particular continuous

formation of complex crown and stand structure. Due to

uniform crown structure the canopy as a whole is rather

homogeneous in pure stands but can become much more

heterogeneous in mixed stands, e.g., when species such as

spruce and beech with different compensation points of

photosynthesis establish in multiple layers.

In order to avoid a mixing of merely size- and density-

dependent changes in tree allometry and architecture with

reactions triggered by an interspecific environment (Poor-

ter et al. 2012), we selected trees with rather similar tree

size in terms of stem diameter at breast height and local

competition (Table 2). The structural traits our method

reveals were presented in isolation in the ‘‘Results’’ section

but are discussed in connexion with each other because of

their close mechanical and physiological relationship.

The characteristic branch angles we report do not sig-

nificantly differ between the pure and the mixed stand for

Norway spruce. European beech, however, turned out to be

much more variable in branch angles and lateral branch

extension in mixed versus pure stands. This contributes to

an increase in growing space (see Fig. 10) and may explain

why under interspecific competition with spruce, beech is

able to penetrate and occupy crown space very efficiently

with low biomass investments (Pretzsch and Schütze

2005).

Regarding branch length and branch bending we found

that compared to the pure stand, Norway spruce in mixture

with European beech developed longer branches, thus

resulting in more voluminous crowns. European beech

shows no difference in branch lengths. However, it dem-

onstrates its plasticity by growing branches that are less

straight in mixture.

The number of branches, their distribution among

branch orders and the length sum of branches within a

crown for Norway spruce in a pure stand does not differ

significantly from spruces in a mixed stand. European

beech again shows its high crown plasticity by developing

more branches, especially in the second, third and fourth

branch order resulting in considerably more ramified

crowns. While the branch length does not change, beech’s

increased number of branches in mixed stand leads to

significantly higher sums of branch lengths within the

crown, contributing to a considerably denser filling of the

growing space and increased fractal scaling of crown sur-

face structure.

Tree crowns as described by Oldemann (1990), Purves

et al. (2007) and Roloff (2001) lie somewhere in the con-

tinuum between the borderline cases of an umbrella-like

crown with the whole leave surface area allocated close to

the convex hull (surface dimension n = 2) and a broom-

like crown with leave surface area distributed all over the

crown space (surface dimension n = 3) (Zeide 1998).

Species mixing can obviously modify the fractal dimension

of the crown surface area and leaf area from a lower space

filling (Euclidian scaling) towards higher space filling of

the crown volume (fractal scaling) (Pretzsch and Dieler

2012). Concerning crown volume and the space that indi-

vidual branches occupy within the crown, Norway spruce

features larger crowns in mixture. The crown volumes of

European beech too are significantly larger in the mixed

stand. The average share of a single branch on beech’s

crown volume however is smaller in the mixed stand. This

may be explained through the finding that the larger overall

crown volume in mixture is outweighed by the higher

number of smaller branches when compared to the pure

stand.

The considered higher crown plasticity in mixed versus

pure stands is a emergent property which is crucial for

better analyzing, understanding and modelling of stand

dynamics (Purves et al. 2007; Richards et al. 2010). The
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latter applies in particular to mixed species forests where

the structural as well as functional heterogeneity are much

higher compared to pure stands and trigger manifold space

occupation strategies, plant forms and shapes. Spruce and

beech represent rather different species in terms of func-

tional and structural traits: spruce is a quick, vertically

oriented but rather unplastic species, while beech is a slow,

rather laterally and very plastic one. Combination of such

complementary species means a significant change of the

canopy structure compared with pure stands and might

trigger the particular broad intraspecific plasticity not

known from pure stands. However, other common species

combinations, e.g., oak/beech, pine/beech, eucalypt/acacia,

populus/white spruce, represent similar structural and

functional differences and might trigger comparable crown

plasticity in inter- versus intraspecific environments (e.g.,

Bauhus et al. 2004).

Relevance of the structural crown variability

for the growth performance of mixed versus pure

stands

Crown structures at the individual tree level constitute a

key aspect in the mechanisms of inter- and intraspecific

interaction and its impact on a successful exploitation of

potentially available environmental resources. Above

ground, differences in growth and yield between pure and

mixed stands can be caused by the occupation of more

canopy space, by variations in the utilization efficiency of

the given space or a combination of both. Since organs

such as branches, twigs and leaves constitute a consider-

able share of the productivity; structural differences may

presumably not only influence the filling of canopy space

but crown efficiency (biomass production per unit of crown

projection area and year) and competitiveness in resource

exploitation as well (Matyssek et al. 2005).

The plasticity in lateral crown expansion prevents

spruce from being outcompeted by beech, drives it into

higher canopy layers where light can be captured more

efficiently due to less shading. Latter reaction may explain

the overyielding of spruce in mixture with beech (Pretzsch

et al. 2010). Combination of both species can finally result

in an average overyielding of about 20 % compared with

pure stands (Pretzsch and Schütze 2009).

While our results for Norway spruce, apart from longer

branches and higher crown volume in the mixed stand,

show no statistically significant differences in structural

crown parameters between pure and mixed stands, an

increase in crown efficiency is likely at least partially

caused by structural differences within the crown on

branch or smaller level. European beech on the other hand

is known to feature no considerable increase of crown

efficiency when grown in mixture on our experimental

plot. In fact, the crown efficiency slightly decreases

(Pretzsch and Schütze 2009). As European beech does not

profit from mixture-induced improvements of soil prop-

erties as much, the overyielding is presumably directly

related to the differing structural crown properties we

found. Since the actual distribution and availability of

resources within the canopy space is hard to measure,

space serves as an abstraction for above-ground resources.

According to Grams and Lüttge (2011) space may even

be considered a resource itself. In pure stands under

intraspecific competition, potential niches and gaps in

canopy space are heavily contested. Larger crowns, higher

branch ramification, higher branch bending as well as

flatter branch angles and more branches overall lead to a

denser filling of the available canopy space, thus

enhancing space occupation efficiency, adaption and

multi-layering which enhances light interception and

diameter growth (Binkley et al. 2011) and contributes to

the frequently reported overyielding of beech in mixed

versus pure stands (Pretzsch 2009; Pretzsch et al. 2010).

The space occupation and suppression of neighbouring

species reflect the competitive strength of beech and

explain its domination in most Central European mixed

stands (Fischer 1995).

Structural heterogeneity as component of biodiversity

Apart from productivity, structural crown properties also

play an important role in habitat formation and its impact

on biodiversity. The habitat heterogeneity hypothesis

assumes that more complex habitats likely induce

increased species diversity as they provide more niches and

means to utilize potential environmental resources (e.g.

MacArthur and MacArthur 1961; Bazzaz 1975). The dis-

tribution and interaction of animal species are often notably

influenced by the plant community of a habitat which

defines the majority of the physical environmental structure

(Lawton 1983; McCoy and Bell 1991). In our case, more

complex habitats is equivalent to mixed stands due to their

higher complexity achieved by two instead of one main

tree species and by more complex crown structures of

European beech when grown in mixture with Norway

spruce. According to Tews et al. (2004), the majority of

studies about habitat heterogeneity and its relation to ani-

mal species diversity found a positive correlation with

plant species diversity or structural complexity defined by

parameters such as branch angles and ramification.

Therefore, not only the mixture of Norway spruce and

European beech in itself but also its impact on crown

structures on branch or even lower level may significantly

enhance animal species diversity.
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Conclusions

A new method using terrestrial LiDAR in combination

with point cloud skeletonization and other methods such as

alpha shape calculations to determine structural crown

properties of trees independent of tree species was devel-

oped. This method was applied to sample trees of an

experimental plot providing comparable trees of both

Norway spruce and European beech in pure stand as well

as in mixture with each other. The results of this study have

shown that our method may constitute a valuable non-

destructive tool to facilitate a deeper understanding of the

intra- and interspecific interaction of trees and its impact on

productivity and ecological traits, e.g., biodiversity in pure

and mixed-species forest stands.

Whether, and to what extent, our results may be applied

to other stands is subject to further research. The experi-

mental plot SON 814 is considered highly productive for

both species. It can be assumed that nutrition and soil

properties are provided in sufficient magnitude for each of

the sample trees, largely independent of competition. It is

imaginable that inter- and intraspecific competition for the

most part manifest in above-ground structural differences

induced by the competition for light. Hence, it is con-

ceivable that structural differences in terms of structural

reactions on differing neighbour species are less distinct on

stands which offer less optimal growth conditions where

below-ground competition mechanisms or the general

resource supply and soil properties become more of an

issue.

The potential applications of our method are manifold.

For instance, not only may structural crown properties be

analyzed, but also the interaction between crowns and the

occupation of canopy space of stand neighbours on indi-

vidual tree level. The method is currently applied on plots

along an ecological gradient to analyze how the intraspe-

cific crown plasticity is modified by site conditions.
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We  compared  the  spatial  output  of the  functional-structural  tree  growth  model  recently  presented  by
Beyer  et  al.  (2017)  to empirical  tree  crowns  of  European  beech  (Fagus  sylvatica  L.) obtained  via terrestrial
laser  scanning.  Simulations  are  found  to be  morphologically  similar  to  the  observed  3D  data  in terms
of  size  and  shape,  as well  as, quantitatively,  contained  withing  its  standard  range.  We  argue  that  Lidar
data  provides  an  unprecedented  degree  of information  on  tree  geometry  compared  to traditional  forest
inventory  measurements,  and  can  thus  greatly  contribute  to  the  parameterisation  and  validation  of  tree
growth models.

© 2017  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the acquisition and analysis of 3D spatially
resolved tree and forest data has been considerably shaped by
terrestrial Lidar imagery (Van Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis, 2010;
Pretzsch et al., 2011; Bayer et al., 2013; Moskal, 2014; Durrieu and
Véga, 2015). These applications drive the simultaneous develop-
ment of algorithms allowing the efficient and robust reconstruction
of tree crown shape and branch geometries from Lidar point clouds
(Pfeifer et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2008; Yan et al., 2009; Livny et al.,
2010; Preuksakarn et al., 2010; Raumonen et al., 2013; Gibbs et al.,
2017).

(Functional-)Structural tree growth models (Prusinkiewicz and
Lindenmayer, 1990; Kurth, 1994; Sievänen et al., 2000; Godin and
Sinoquet, 2005; Sievanen et al., 2014) can greatly benefit from this
novel type of data, which offer a degree of spatial information that
traditional forest inventory data such as tree height, trunk diameter
or crown radius cannot provide. However, with the recent excep-
tion of Potapov et al. (2016), 3D Lidar data has not yet found its
way into the parametrisation or validation of spatially explicit tree
growth models. Challenges that may  be associated with the use of

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: rb792@cam.ac.uk (R. Beyer).

1 Both authors joint as first authorship.

Lidar data for modelling may  include high financial and personal
costs linked to data collection, the need for technical expertise to
apply the appropriate point cloud processing methods, if neces-
sary, as well as the task of developing suitable metrics in order to
compare model simulation outputs to empirical 3D data.

In a recent article (Beyer et al., 2017), we  presented a functional-
structural tree growth model based on the notion of 3D spatial leaf
area density. Based on Beer-Lambert’s law, we determined local
light conditions within the crown, which are used to compute local
biomass production. The local transport of biomass, prior to its
allocation in accordance with the pipe model theory, is directed
along the local light gradient, which induces an upward and hori-
zontal expansion of the simulated crown over time that adapts to
the presence of competitors. Our calibrated model accurately pre-
dicted long-term tree height and trunk diameter dynamics of 16
stands of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), crown radius as well
as the allometric 3/4-rule (Beyer et al., 2017, Figs. 2–5).

Beyond the qualitative comparison to the typical shape of a
mature beech crown in the original article (Beyer et al., 2017,
Fig. 3), here, we quantitatively compare the simulated tree crown,
characterised in terms of its 3D spatial leaf density, to empirical
crowns obtained from terrestrial Lidar scans. While our approach
is by no means without technical caveats, we  intend for it to be a
contribution towards a more pronounced role of Lidar data in the
parametrisation and validation of functional-structural tree growth
models.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2017.02.018
0304-3800/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Tree laser scan point cloud and isolated twig structures.

2. Materials and methods

We  acquired Lidar scans for sub-plot 3 of the European beech
experimental site “Fabrikschleichach” (cf. Section 3.1 of Beyer et al.,
2017, for details) in March 2012 (when the stand aged 180 years)
using the Riegl LMS-Z420i laser scanning system. Its infrared laser
beams do typically not penetrate tree compartments, hence a dense
canopy can significantly distort a scan image. This motivated to
scan trees in leafless conditions and to compare the model’s simu-
lated leaf area density to a spatial twig density, as described below.
For the same reason, we used the last-pulse distance measurement
mode in which the last echo of the laser impulse is used for distance
recording, allowing the laser beam to penetrate the tree crown fur-
ther than using the regular, first-pulse mode. In order to cover the
trees thoroughly and minimise additional distortion, we  took a total
of ten upright and tilted scans from five regularly distributed posi-
tions within the stand, and merged those into one image. Bayer
et al. (2013) elaborated further on general technical and procedu-
ral details, and addressed the impracticality of applying automatic
skeletonisation algorithms to scans at the forest stand scale. Indi-
vidual trees and subsequently their respective twigs were manually
isolated from the final scan image (Fig. 1). Altogether we  obtained
a total of 10 samples.

We presume that the empirical 3D twig density and leaf area
density essentially differ only by a multiplicative constant. Equiv-
alently, relative twig density and relative leaf area density, both
normed such that their integrals equal 1, are assumed to roughly
coincide. For a given 3D grid, the former is obtained from a given
laser scan point cloud by first assigning to each voxel the number
of laser points contained in it. Dividing this absolute frequency by
the total number of points and the voxel volume yields a (step-
function) density with integral 1 for each sample. Denote these by
ṽi(x), x ∈ R

3, i = 1, . . .,  m,  with m = 10. Let

x �→ v̄(x) = 1
m

·
m∑

i=1

ṽi(x) and �
ṽ

=

√√√√ 1
m

·
m∑

i=1

‖v̄ − ṽi‖2

denote their mean and standard deviation, respectively, where ‖·‖
denotes the L2-norm (‖f ‖ =

√∫
R3 |f (x)|2 dx).

We can quantitatively compare the empirical densities ṽ1. . .,  ṽm
to the relative leaf density x �→ ∼

u (x) = u(x,180 years)∫
R3 u(�,180 years)d�

(in the

notation of Beyer et al., 2017) provided by the growth model. The
model performs well if the simulated density ũ is not more distant
from the average empirical density v̄ than the standard deviation
�

ṽ
, i.e. if

‖ũ − v̄‖ ≤ �
ṽ
.

3. Results

Fig. 2 gives a visual comparison of v̄ and the relative leaf density
ũ provided by the model simulations at 180 years. We  note similar
dimensions in terms of height and radius (cf. Beyer et al., 2017, Figs.
2i and 3a]) as well as a distinct concavity for both crowns. While
the simulated crown corresponds well to the typical structure of
beech crowns in the given growth conditions that is pictured by
Horn (1971), Roloff (2001) and Pretzsch (2014, Fig. 9a), where the
bulk of foliage is concentrated in a thin layer along the upper crown
hull, we also note a positive density in lower regions of the empiri-
cal data. This may  in parts be attributed to the relatively small size
of ten samples: Whereas single unusually low branches resulting
from randomness have presumably little relevance in the case of a
large sample set, they may  act distortively otherwise. Nevertheless,
this also points to limitations of the idealised monolayer stereo-
type. Overall, however, we observe a concentration of the empirical

Fig. 2. (a) Oblique, (b) side and (c) top view of mean empirical (right) and simulated (left) relative twig- and leaf area density, v̄ and ũ, respectively (cf. Beyer et al., 2017,  Fig.
3  for a vertical cross-section of u).
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density in the upper regions, in accordance with the simulation
output.

On a quantitatively level, we find that ũ is contained in the �
ṽ

-

ball about v̄ with ‖ũ − v̄‖ = 0.0135 < 0.0182 = �
ṽ

. The simulated

crown is thus within the standard range of crown shapes for the
given age and growth conditions, as desired.

4. Discussion

In addition to long-term forest inventory and allometric data,
here, we used 3D terrestrial Lidar data to evaluate the tree growth
model previously presented by Beyer et al. (2017). The extracted
empirical relative twig densities and the simulated relative leaf
density proved morphologically similar in terms of size and shape,
and were found to be reasonably close under an appropriate metric.
We thereby illustrated how Lidar data can be linked to and used for
the analysis of spatial simulation output of a functional-structural
growth model.

Resorting to twig density, and consequently considering relative
densities, was inevitable in view of the technical and logistic impos-
sibility of obtaining realistic leaf densities throughout the crown
from leafed trees, especially in the forest stand, as opposed to for
solitary trees (Bayer et al., 2013), and for a reasonably large num-
ber of individuals. For monolayer species, additional airborne Lidar
images, e.g. using drones (Tang and Shao, 2015; Zhang et al., 2016),
may  be able to complement terrestrial data, and thus allow an
improved, direct comparison of absolute empirical and simulated
3D leaf densities.

In view of the potential in the field of structural tree modelling
that 3D Laser scan data offers in terms of detailed tree geom-
etry, tree growth modellers could greatly benefit from working
closely with Lidar technicians, data collectors and empiricists. Thus,
the appropriate type, scale, detail and amount of 3D data can be
specifically identified, and eventually used to contribute to the
estimation of growth model parameters or to model validation,
based on empirical data. In parallel, hard- and software advances
to make Lidar more accessible, logistically practicable and efficient,
as well as the development of readily applicable data processing
algorithms continue to be needed.
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• Analysis of the closure dynamics of a Norway spruce, a European beech and a mixed forest 

gap by repeated TLS measurements.
• Norway spruce allocated additional resources predominantly into DBH growth and displayed 

stronger resilience against mechanical crown damage.
• European beech allocated resources towards space occupation and displayed higher crown 

plasticity.
• Species mixture had no significant effect.

Abstract
The reach of different tree species’ crowns and the velocity of gap closure during the occupa-
tion of canopy gaps resulting from mortality and thinning during stand development determine 
species-specific competition and productivity within forest stands. However, classical dendrometric 
methods are rather inaccurate or even incapable of time- and cost-effectively measuring 3D tree 
structure, crown dynamics and space occupation non-destructively. Therefore, we applied terrestrial 
laser scanning (TLS) in order to measure the structural dynamics at tree and stand level from gap 
cutting in 2006 until 2012 in pure and mixed stands of Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) 
and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.). In conclusion, our results suggest that Norway spruce 
invests newly available above-ground resources primarily into DBH as well as biomass growth 
and indicate a stronger resilience against loss of crown mass induced by mechanical damage. 
European beech showed a vastly different reaction, investing gains from additional above-ground 
resources primarily into faster occupation of canopy space. Whether our sample trees were located 
in pure or mixed groups around the gaps had no significant impact on their behavior during the 
years after gap cutting.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ADBH: Temporal allometric coefficient for the allocation ratio between crown diameter and DBH
AH: Temporal allometric coefficient for the allocation ratio between crown diameter and H
AB: Temporal allometric coefficient for the allocation ratio between crown diameter and B
DBH: Diameter at Breast Height (1.3 m)
CPA: Crown Projection Area
CPAG: Crown Projection Area Growth
D: Diameter of a hypothetical circle encompassing the same area as the respective sample tree’s CPA
GPA: Gap Projection Area
EOC: Efficiency of Space Occupation
EEX: Efficiency of Space Exploitation
EBI: Efficiency of Biomass Investment
H: Tree height
TLiDAR: Terrestrial Light Detection and Ranging (see also: TLS)
TLS: Terrestrial Laser Scanning
ML: Multi-Layering
RML: Relative Multi-Layering

1 Introduction

During the long lifetime of forest stands, various kinds of disturbances (e.g., tree mortality due to 
competition, storm damage, bark beetle attacks or thinning) repeatedly cause openings in the canopy 
and vacancies in the root space. In the past, these forest gaps were mainly of interest regarding the 
mosaic-cycle concept of natural unmanaged ecosystems (Mueller-Dombois 1991; Remmert 1991; 
Lertzman et al. 1996). However, in the ongoing transition from rather homogeneous monocultures 
to more heterogeneous mixed-species stands, silviculturally generated gaps play an essential role 
(Burschel and Huss 1997; Puettmann et al. 2012; Drössler et al. 2016).

Gaps are, for instance, cut into stands of middle or advanced age to initiate natural 
regeneration, to promote light demanding underplanting or to prepare the establishment of light 
demanding species as well as to enhance and promote structural and habitat diversity (Pretzsch 
et al. 2015). Silvicultural concepts such as selection cutting, femel coupe, or gap cutting, which 
result in opened canopies, gain currency. In addition, gaps often result from disturbances such as 
bark beetle attacks, wind throw, and snow-breakage. So, apart from the juvenile stand phase fully 
stocked, stands without gaps were standard in the past but have become rather an exception at 
present. This tendency towards gap rich stand structures has been strongly promoted by the con-
cept of emulation of natural disturbance in forest management (Buddle et al. 2006; Kuuluvainen 
and Grenfell 2012). In most European forest ecosystems the natural dynamics would follow the 
mosaic-cycle dynamics with a gap phase caused by randomly distributed natural death of trees or 
tree groups. By anticipating their natural death and cutting them when still of merchantable value, 
forest management nowadays partly emulates the natural stand development regime (Kuuluvainen 
and Grenfell 2012).

Methods for measurement and quantification (Assmann 1970; Röhle and Huber 1985) as well 
as modelling (Pretzsch 1992; Pretzsch 2006) have been improved and refined in the past. However, 
although it is evident that the competition for canopy space and its associated resources is a major 
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driver of forest dynamics (Purves et al. 2007), and forests are more and more dominated by gaps 
and border trees, knowledge of tree and stand dynamics at the border to gaps is still scarce. The 
main reason for this deficit is that the establishment, structure and dynamics of gaps and trees at 
gap borders are difficult to measure (van der Meer and Bongers 1996) by classical methods due to 
constraints of measuring the three-dimensional structure of tree crowns. Leaning and straightness 
of border trees, their branches and crown eccentricity for example, are hardly measurable by optical 
plummet or hypsometer but determine wood quality (Pretzsch and Rais 2016). Crown extension, 
layering, and transparency are difficult to access by hemispherical photography but important for 
understanding and modelling light conditions within the gap, velocity of gap closure, and growth 
resilience after gap cutting (Dieler and Pretzsch 2013; Seidel et al. 2015). Furthermore, the rough-
ness of the canopy surface and the borderline of gaps is important to know as it can increase the 
susceptibility to wind-throw (Quine and Gardiner 2007), the habitat quality and species diversity 
(Goetz et al. 2010; Müller et al. 2012).

The progress of three-dimensional high-precision techniques for measurements within forest 
stands, such as terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) during the last decade however, makes these highly 
valuable, yet hard to determine parameters more and more accessible. Studies utilizing TLS have, 
especially during recent years, started to outgrow the stage of pure methodological (Bucksch et 
al. 2010; Côté et al. 2011; Hackenberg et al. 2015) development towards important contributions 
to the understanding of ecological questions. Bayer et al. 2013 for example was one of the first 
studies investigating relationships between the inner crown morphology as well as crown shape 
and the surrounding stand. Former studies used TLS-derived individual tree parameters to relate a 
tree’s shape (Seidel et al. 2011) or growth (Metz et al. 2013) to its surrounding stand. Other stud-
ies have for example dealt with TLS measurements in forest gaps and the impact of gaps on tree 
diameter increment and crown shape (Seidel et al. 2015; Seidel et al. 2016).

Our study analyzes forest gap border trees using repeated measurements to scrutinize their 
actual development over time. Based on repeated TLS measurements of the crown structure 
from 2006–2012 and additional longer term terrestrial measurement of annual growth rates of 
pure and mixed stands of Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst.) and European beech (Fagus 
sylvatica L.), we scrutinize (i) the species- and gap type specific effect of gap-emergence on the 
crown structure and allometric relations on tree level, (ii) the utilization of the newly available 
above-ground resources and (iii) the development of the crown cover in the gap area concerning 
space occupation and multi-layering.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

The analyzed gaps lie within the experimental plot FRE 813/1, located at the “Kranzberger Forst” 
near Freising in Southern Bavaria, Germany (48°42´N, 11°66´E). The study site is located 490 m 
above sea-level in the ecological region “Tertiäres Hügelland. Oberbayerisches Tertiärhüggelland” 
on a Luvisol, derived from loess over tertiary sediments. The long-term averages of annual air 
temperature range between 7 °C and 8 °C, accompanied by an annual precipitation of 750–850 mm 
(BayFORKLIM 1996). Norway spruce and European beech are the main tree species. There are 
occasional single members of other species present, however they do not contribute significantly 
to the overall stand structure and are not located in proximity to our sample trees. The sample 
trees themselves are members of a pure spruce and a beech group as well as a group composed of 
both species in mixture. During 2007, the average stand age was determined as 56 (spruce) and 66 
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years (beech). In order to create gaps, two trees have been harvested in the middle of the respective 
group before the first laser scan acquisition has been made in autumn 2006.

We defined and quantified the gap area of each gap as a polygon using the middle of the 
stem bases of the surrounding trees as vertices. This way, the areas are fixed over the different scan 
acquisition dates and take the specific shape of each gap into account. The resulting gap polygon 
areas cover 32.18 m2 (spruce), 54.77 m2 (beech) and 84.03 m2 (mixed).

2.2 Scan acquisition

The TLS scans were acquired during the leafless state of the sample trees in the years 2006, 2008, 
2010 and 2012. Fixed, permanently installed reflectors facilitated the precise alignment of the 
repeated measurements’ point clouds. The Riegl LMS-Z360 laser scanning system was used in 
2006 and 2008, while the newer, more advanced Riegl LMS-Z420i, was used for the later data 
acquisitions of 2010 and 2012. In order to cover the gaps, three scan positions arranged roughly 
in a triangle formation around the trees representing the respective gap have been set up for each 
measurement. Additionally, we set up a fourth scan position in the middle of each gap, in order to 
gain undisturbed and sharp data of the boundaries of the available free space. During each position-
ing of the scanner, we closely paid attention to ensure a field of view with as little occultation of 
the crowns as possible. The vertical and horizontal angular resolution was set to 0.06° in order to 
achieve a sensible trade-off between scan-time, risk of disturbances due to tree movement caused 
by wind and resolution.

Both systems work according to the time-of-flight principle. A short laser impulse is fired 
in a specified direction towards a target. Part of the light is reflected back to the scanner which 
measures the time between firing and the return of the laser impulse. The speed of light in air cair, 
adjusted by air temperature, pressure and moisture, in combination with the time of flight of the 
laser impulse results in the measurement distance dl = 0.5t × cair. Distance and direction yield 
the spherical coordinates of the target which are translated to Cartesian coordinates for further 
processing. The many consecutive measurements finally result in a three-dimensional image of 
the scanned region.

Due to the widening of the scan angles with increasing distance to the scanner, the measure-
ment density drops with distance. Furthermore, the laser beam is normally not able to penetrate 
tree compartments in order to perform measurements behind obstacles. These two effects result 
in rather sparse measurement densities in the upper crown regions, especially if the crown parts 
near to the scanner are dense, like those of conifers (Hilker et al. 2010). In the case of this study 
however, these effects are less relevant because (i) for every gap measurement, one of the scanner 
positions lied in the middle of the respective gap and was therefore located closest to the crown 
regions of the most interest, namely the regions directed towards the gap middle and (ii) we used 
a distance measurement mode which is called last-pulse or last-target, gaining a higher proportion 
of returns from inner crown regions than by using the devices’ first-pulse modes.

2.3 Structure analysis

After the acquisition of our scans, the data of all scan positions and dates were referenced to each 
other. Then, the individual tree scans were manually extracted and exported using the scanner 
manufacturer’s software RiSCAN PRO. Further processing was done within the programming 
environments of Python and R.

In order to derive projected areas and volumes from our point clouds, we utilized two- and 
three-dimensional α-shapes. These α-shapes are generalizations of the convex hull of a point 
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set based on Delaunay triangulation (Edelsbrunner et al. 1983; Edelsbrunner and Mücke 1994). 
Thereby, the so-called α-value is a parameter controlling the level of detail in which the calculated 
shape represents the point cloud. It can range from α→0, which yields the point cloud itself, to 
α→∞, yielding the convex hull of the point cloud.

The biggest issue in using α-shapes for the reconstruction of shapes from point sets is the 
choice of an appropriate α-value. Applying too large α-values leads to coarse hulls, which is not 
desirable since much of the detailed information in the original TLS point cloud is lost. However, 
too small values result in incomplete reconstructions of the original TLS data if the distance between 
measured points cannot be covered by the application radius of the α-shape. In our study, we 
determined α-values which yield solid, yet detailed α-shapes by calculating various α-shapes using 
a series of α-values ranging from very small (0.05 m) to relatively large (10 m). Real perimeters 
and surfaces show fractal-like properties, meaning that their measured values rise with smaller 
measurement units (Mandelbrot 1967). Therefore, in an ideal world with unlimited data resolu-
tion, the perimeter (2D) or the surface (3D) of an α-shape of the same point cloud must increase 
with decreasing α-value as long as the calculation yields robust results. For our data, this behavior 
held true until α = 0.25 m for 2D and α = 0.30 m for 3D calculations which are the values we used.

The crown projection areas CPAtot were calculated by projecting the respective point cloud 
onto the xy-plane. After the projection, the sum of all surfaces of the triangles generated by the 
involved Delauny triangulation determine the respective 2D α-shape’s surface area. Furthermore, 
we calculated the surface areas of subsets of each crown’s point cloud which represent the share of 
the crown projection lying in- (CPAin) and outside (CPAout) the defined gap polygon (Fig. 1, blue 
and green shaded areas). Analogously, the volumes of 3D α-shapes were computed by summation 
of their contained tetrahedrons’ volumes.

In order to determine the crown volumes, we cut the point clouds at the point where the 
crown commences and calculated the 3D α-shape volumes of the remaining points. To specify the 
vertical shape of a sample tree’s crown, its point cloud was horizontally sliced into compartments 
of 1m height. Each compartment was projected flat to the xy-plane. Then, its surface was derived 
from its 2D α-shape as described above. The height of the slice with the largest surface within the 
crown in relation to the overall crown height describes the vertical crown shape HCPA. Each of the 
described calculations were done for every sample tree and measurement in order to scrutinize the 
respective development over time.

To describe the gap’s impact on resource allocation, we also computed temporal allometric 
coefficients which describe the allocation ratio between crown diameter and DBH (ADBH, Eq. 1), 
crown diameter and height H (AH, Eq. 2) as well as crown diameter and biomass B (AB, Eq. 3) 

A
D D

DBH DBH
DBH =

∆
∆

/

/
, ( )1

A
D D

H H
H =

∆
∆

/

/
, ( )2

A
D D

B B
B =

∆
∆

/

/
, ( )3

whereby D is the diameter of a hypothetical circle encompassing the same area as the respective 
sample tree’s CPA to normalize crown diameter despite a crown’s natural irregularities. Biomasses 
used here and later have been estimated using the set of biomass functions provided by (Pretzsch 
et al. 2014).
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The increase in total crown projection area (CPAtot) was scrutinized not only by computing 
the change of the CPAtot itself over time, but also by distinguishing between the crown parts in- and 
outside the defined gap polygon, so the relative CPA growth towards (CPAGin) and away from the 
gap area (CPAGout) could be determined (Eq. 4, Eq. 5).

CPAG
CPA CPA

CPA
in

in in

in

i i

i

=
− −

−

1

1

4, ( )

CPAG
CPA CPA

CPA
out

out out

out

i i

i

=
− −

−

1

1

5, ( )

In line with Matyssek et al. 2002 and the idea that growth can be conceived as a resource 
investment in order to occupy space, we quantified a sequence of cost/benefit relations. Thereby 
a measure of biomass efficiency in terms of space occupation is given by the efficiency of space 
occupation EOC (Eq. 6) which sets the CPA in relation to the existing biomass. Another descrip-
tive parameter we used in this study is the efficiency of space exploitation EEX, quantifying the 
relation between biomass increase and projected crown area (Eq. 7) as well as the efficiency of 
biomass investment EBI which quantifies the relation between existing biomass and biomass 
growth GB (Eq. 8).

EOC
CPA

B
= , ( )6

EEX
B

CPA
=
∆

, ( )7

EBI
B

B
=
∆

, ( )8

On gap level, we derived the total projection area for every gap GPA within its polygon bor-
ders, viewing the gap as a whole. By comparing the GPA with the sum of the individual tree crowns 
the gap is comprised of, we can derive the multi-layered area i.e. the area which is overshadowed 
by more than one crown (Eq. 9). Furthermore, for comparability we calculated gap closure values 
and multi-layering values relative to the respective gap sizes.

ML GPA CPAi
n

i= − +∑ =1 9, ( )

3 Results

Fig. 1 gives a bird’s eye view of the spruce, beech and mixed gap trees’ TLS point cloud repre-
sentations of all four measurement dates. As expected, within all three groups, crown expansion, 
especially towards the newly emerged free space, is clearly visible.
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3.1 Individual tree paramneters

During the observation period from 2006 to 2012, Norway spruce’s mean height increased from 
28.3 m to 29.0 m and from 26.6 m to 27.6 m in case of European beech. The mean DBH of our 
sample spruces increased from 33.9 cm in 2006 to 37.1 cm in 2012, the mean DBH of beech grew 
from 25.6 cm to 26.7 cm over the same period (Table 1).

While Norway spruce increased its α-shape derived mean crown projection area (CPAtot) 
from 14.3 m2 (2006) to 17.8 m2 (2012) in a steady fashion, European beech presents a jump during 
the observation period from 2006 (19.4 m2) to 2008 (26.3 m2) directly following the cutting and a 
retreat back to 22.0 m2, suggesting events leading to mechanical damage during the period from 
2008 to 2010 (Fig. 2).

The relative height of the maximum crown projection area (HCPA), describing the vertical 
crown shape averages to 53.4 % (spruce) and 58.6 % (beech) over all observation periods. How-
ever, no clear development trend can be observed.

Table 1. Individual tree parameters by species from 2006 to 2012.

Species Year N DBH 
[cm]

SE H 
[m]

SE CPAtot 
[m2]

SE HCPA 
[%]

SE

Norway 
spruce

2006 10 33.9 2.04 28.3 0.52 14.3 1.49 54.2 0.03
2008 10 35.0 2.03 28.6 0.50 15.1 1.24 52.1 0.02
2010 10 36.1 2.06 28.8 0.48 15.9 1.05 53.4 0.03
2012 10 37.1 2.04 29.0 0.46 17.8 1.12 54.0 0.03

European 
beech

2006 12 25.6 1.77 26.6 0.30 19.4 2.75 57.1 0.04
2008 12 26.1 1.80 27.0 0.30 26.3 4.12 59.0 0.05
2010 12 26.4 1.82 27.3 0.31 22.0 3.22 60.1 0.04
2012 12 26.7 1.83 27.6 0.31 24.4 3.62 58.3 0.04

N = number of trees, DBH = diameter at breast height, H = height, CPAtot = mean crown projection area derived from two-dimensional 
α-shapes (α = 0.25 m), HCPA = relative height within crown with maximum projection area, SE = standard error.

Fig. 2. Development of the mean crown projection area (CPA) derived from α-shapes (α = 0.25 m) of the individual 
trees’ TLS point clouds for both species from 2006 to 2012. The error bars mark the one-fold standard error.
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Spruce’s growth in DBH during the period directly after the cut (2006–2008: 1.07 cm period–1) 
is significantly higher than in the period before (2004–2006: 0.74 cm period–1, p = 0.006) and stays at 
an increased level until 2012. Beech does not significantly react immediately in terms of DBH growth 
(0.44 cm period–1 before and 0.43 cm period–1 after cut), nor at a later point in our study.

The temporal allometric crown diameter parameters (Table 2), indicating the allocation bias 
of exploited resources, do not show distinct reactions in case of Norway spruce (Fig. 3). The ratio 
between crown diameter growth in relation to existing crown diameter and DBH growth in rela-
tion to existing DBH, ADBH (Eq. 1), changes from 1.39 in 2008 to 1.56 in 2012 with a minimum 
of 0.95 in 2010, exposing a slight bias towards CPA growth. AH being at an overall higher level 
and therefore suggesting an allocation bias towards CPA over height, rises from 4.40 in 2008 to 
6.97 in 2012. The AB however, being below 1.0 (0.67 in 2008, 0.47 in 2010, 0.77 in 2012) shows 
a substantial bias towards biomass production compared to lateral crown expansion. In contrast to 
Norway spruce with its rather steady parameters, European beech reacts significantly stronger to the 
emergence of the gaps. All three allometric parameters reach their maximum value in the observa-
tion period directly after gap emergence, displaying an immediate strong allocation bias towards 
lateral crown expansion over stem diameter, height and biomass growth in 2008 (ADBH: 11.02, 
AH: 12.60, AB: 3.74). On the other hand, European beech’s crowns prove to be less resilient against 

Table 2. Allometric parameters.

Species Year ADBH SE AH SE AB SE

Norway 
spruce

2008 1.39 1.01 4.40 5.52 0.67 0.51
2010 0.95 0.66 4.74 2.84 0.47 0.32
2012 1.56 0.44 6.97 2.64 0.77 0.22

European 
beech

2008 11.02 3.75 12.60 1.95 3.74 0.99
2010 –7.48 2.51 –10.19 3.75 –2.74 0.93
2012 4.18 1.10 2.14 2.96 –1.54 3.06

ADBH = allocation ratio between crown diameter and DBH, AH = between crown diameter and height,  
AB = crown diameter and biomass, SE = standard error.

Fig. 3. Allometric relations and one-fold standard error bars over time between (a) crown diameter and DBH, (b) crown 
diameter and tree height (c) and crown diameter and biomass. In order to take different crown shapes into account, the 
crown diameter was substituted by the diameter of a hypothetical circle encompassing the same area as its respective 
tree’s two-dimensional α-shape (α = 0.25 m).
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mechanical influences resulting in loss of crown size. Due to the substantial loss of crown projec-
tion area during the period from 2008 to 2010, the according values of ADBH (–7.48), AH (–10.19), 
and AB (–2.74) are negative. Finally, in 2012 the allocation reaches more stable levels at an ADBH 
of 4.18, AH of 2.14 and an AB of –1.54.

3.2 Space utilization

The projected area growth CPAGin of spruce’s crown sections from 2006 to 2008 within the 
defined gap borders was 0.07 m2 m–2, successively rising to 0.11 m2 m–2 (2010) and 0.26 m2 m–2 in 
2012 (Fig. 4). While a trend could be assumed from the data, it is not significant (2008 and 2012, 
p = 0.064). European beech shows a totally different behavior. The period immediately after the gap 
cutting features quite a strong boost of 1.24 m2 m–2 in CPAGin. In the following period, the space 
occupation is even negative (–0.12 m2 m–2) and reaches 0.06 m2 m–2 in the final observation period. 
The initial value was significantly higher than both other observations (p2010 = 0.005, p2012 = 0.011).

The projected area growth CPAGout of the crown sections lying outside the defined gap bor-
ders does not react as strong to the newly created gaps. Spruce starts with 0.11 m2 m–2 in the first 
period, shows 0.03 m2 m–2 in the second and finally reaches 0.07 m2 m–2 in the last period, which 
is significantly less than its corresponding CPAGin (0.26 m2 m–2, p = 0.045). The development of 
European beech’s CPAGout behaves quite similar to its CPAGin. However, the initial growth boost 
of the first period is less pronounced outside the inner gap borders resulting in a CPAGout of only 
0.48 m2 m–2. Furthermore, the CPAGout of the second period is even more negative (–0.24 m2 m–2) 
than its corresponding CPAGin, indicating either a better resistance against mechanical crown 
damage, a lower actual projected area growth compensating for the damage or a combination of 
both.

The efficiency of space occupation of spruce (EOC2006 = 11.0 m2 m–3, EOC2008 = 10.8 m2 m–3, 
EOC2010 = 10.8 m2 m–3, EOC2012 = 11.4 m2 m–3) is significantly lower than beech’s corresponding 
value over all periods. (EOC2006 = 27.1 m2 m–3, EOC2008 = 36.4 m2 m–3, EOC2010 = 29.4 m2 m–3, 
EOC2012 = 28.7 m2 m–3, p2006 = 0.010, p2008 = 0.011, p2010 = 0.022, p2012 < 0.001). While the EOC 

Fig. 4. (a) Increase of the crown projection area by species within the gap polygon, i.e. towards the gap center and (b) 
increase of the crown projection by species area outside of the gap polygon, towards competing neighbors from 2006 
to 2012. The vertical bars indicate the one-fold standard error.
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of spruce seems to be unaffected by the gap’s appearance, beech features a rather strong increase 
after the first observation period, followed by a decrease back to approximately the original level 
in the following years (Fig. 5).

Norway spruce shows a significantly higher efficiency of space exploitation than beech during 
all periods (all p-values ≤ 0.002), starting at 5.18×10–3 m3 a–1 m–2 (Fig. 5). In contrast to the EOC, 
spruce’s EEX rises to its peak of 6.48×10–3 m3 a–1 m–2 during the period right after the cutting and 
from there on decreases back to approximately the original level over the following periods. The 
EEX development of beech seems to feature no significant direction with values alternating around 
1.67×10–3 m3 a–1 m–2 decreasing immediately after the gap creation, then rising and decreasing 
again in the following periods.

Consequently, while the efficiency of biomass investment starts at a similar level in 2006 
(EBI spruce: 4.98×10–2 m3 a–1 m–3, EBI beech: 4.38×10–2 m3 a–1 m–3), spruce shows significantly 
higher values than beech with a maximum of 6.53×10–2 m3 a–1 m–3 immediately after the cut and 
in the following periods (p2008 = 0.009, p2010 = 0.003, p2012 = 0.008, Fig. 5). Beech, in contrast, fea-
tures a steadily decreasing EBI trend, starting at 4.38×10–2 m3 a–1 m–3 and reaching a significantly 
lower value of 3.18×10–2 m3 a–1 m–3 (p = 0.046) at the end of our observation. An overview of the 
space utilization results is given in Table 3.

Fig. 5. Development of (a) efficiency of space occupation (EOC), (b) efficiency of space exploitation (EEX) and  
(c) efficiency of biomass investment (EBI) for each species from 2006 until 2012. Vertical bars indicate the one-fold 
standard error.

Table 3. Space utilization parameters by species from 2006 to 2012.

Species Year CPAGin 
[m2 m–2]

SE CPAGout 
[m2 m–2]

SE EOC 
[m2 m–3]

SE EEX 
[m3 a–1 m–2]

SE EBI 
[m3 a–1 m–3]

SE

Norway 
spruce

2006 -- -- -- -- 11.0 1.25 5.18×10–3 9.54×10–4 4.98×10–2 5.98×10–3

2008 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.10 10.8 1.06 6.48×10–3 8.63×10–4 6.53×10–2 6.71×10–3

2010 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.06 10.8 1.00 6.12×10–3 7.41×10–4 6.19×10–2 5.87×10–3

2012 0.26 0.07 0.07 0.05 11.4 1.06 5.31×10–3 7.27×10–4 5.83×10–2 8.64×10–3

European 
beech

2006 -- -- -- -- 27.1 4.69 1.98×10–3 2.41×10–4 4.38×10–2 3.81×10–3

2008 1.24 0.42 0.48 0.28 36.4 7.77 1.50×10–3 2.05×10–4 4.24×10–2 4.61×10–3

2010 –0.12 0.08 –0.24 0.06 29.4 6.37 1.83×10–3 3.61×10–4 3.89×10–2 4.04×10–3

2012 0.06 0.05 0.20 0.11 28.7 3.59 1.38×10–3 2.54×10–4 3.18×10–2 4.21×10–3

CPAGin = CPA growth per unit CPA towards gap, CPAGout = CPA growth per unit CPA away from gap, EOC = efficiency of space 
occupation, EEX = efficiency of space exploitation, EBI = efficiency of biomass investment, SE = standard error.
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3.3 Whole-gap development

The α-shape derived gap areas of all three gaps closed during the course of our observation (Fig. 6, 
Table 4). The pure spruce gap, starting with a single-layer gap projection area (GPA) of 22.6 m2, 
increased its GPA steadily up to 27.0 m2 in 2012. By definition, the maximum GPA is given by the 
gap polygon area (Apoly, pure spruce = 32.2 m2), meaning at the end of our observation 84.0% of 
the available, single layered space was occupied (70.2% at the beginning). The larger European 
beech gap (Apoly, pure beech = 54.8 m2) grew its initial GPA of 32.0 m2 in 2006 to 49.1 m2 in 
2012, translating to a relative single-layer closure development from 59% up to 90% at the end 
of the observation. The mixed-species gap (Apoly, mixed = 84.0 m2), similarly to the pure spruce 
gap, features a steady GPA growth, encompassing values from 61.6 m2 (2006) to 76.4 m2 (2012). 
Accordingly, the mixed-species relative single-layer area during the whole time-span grew from 
73.3% to 90.9%.

Fig. 6. Layering development of the analyzed (a) spruce, (b) mixed and (c) beech gaps from 2006 until 2012. The solid 
lines indicate the area of the leaf-cover as a whole. The dashed lines show the sum of all individual tree CPAs forming 
the respective gap. The difference (gray area) indicates crown overlap, i.e. multi-layering. The black horizontal lines 
mark the area of the gap polygon, i.e. the highest possible area of the single-layered cover.

Table 4. Descriptive data of the gap-level development from 2006–2012.

Gap Year Apoly 
[m2]

GPA 
[m2]

Rel. closed ∑CPAin 
[m2]

ML 
[m2]

RML

Norway spruce 2006 32.2 22.6 0.70 23.15 0.55 0.02
2008 32.2 24.3 0.76 25.68 1.36 0.06
2010 32.2 26.1 0.81 27.27 1.15 0.04
2012 32.2 27.0 0.84 30.35 3.33 0.12

European beech 2006 54.8 32.0 0.59 36.97 4.93 0.15
2008 54.8 47.0 0.86 68.02 21.00 0.44
2010 54.8 44.9 0.82 56.00 12.10 0.27
2012 54.8 49.1 0.90 62.16 13.06 0.27

Mixed 2006 84.0 61.6 0.73 66.31 4.75 0.08
2008 84.0 72.5 0.86 76.19 3.68 0.05
2010 84.0 73.8 0.88 82.24 8.46 0.11
2012 84.0 76.4 0.91 96.91 20.54 0.27

Apoly = area of gap polygon, GPA = gap projection area, ∑CPAin = sum of all crown sections reaching into the gap polygon, 
ML = multi-layered area, RML = ML in relation to GPA.
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The multi-layering area ML of all three gaps increased. However, it is less distinct in the 
case of the pure spruce gap, reaching its maximum relative ML (RML) of 12.3% in 2012. The pure 
beech as well as the mixed-species gap both reached a RML of 27.0% until the end of the study. 
Yet, the European beech gap features a higher level during the middle of the observation period 
(beech: 21.0% and 12.1% vs mixed: 3.7% and 8.5%).

4 Discussion

One of the more intriguing results of our study is that the type of gap (mixed or pure) had no signifi-
cant impact on the observed reactions of both species. The mechanisms of intra- and inter-specific 
competition are important drivers within the feedback loop of stand structure and functioning (Hari 
1985; Pretzsch 2009), and in former studies have shown a significant impact on crown shape, size 
and inner structure (Bayer et al. 2013). It is likely that in our case, the sheer abundance of free 
above-ground resources overshadowed mixing effects between the two species until most of the 
gap space was occupied. Our results however, show marked differences in the behavior of the two 
studied species independent of the type of gap (mixed vs pure). In fact, both species display rather 
opposing reactions.

4.1 Lateral expansion and interlocking

Spruce’s DBH growth immediately increases within the first period after gap emergence, then stays 
at high level with slight downtrend. Significant shifts in the allocation of exploited resources during 
the study could not be observed (Fig. 3). We observed that the efficiency of space occupation does 
not significantly change during the observation period, while the efficiencies of space exploitation 
and biomass investment rise during the first two years after gap emergence. This strongly suggests 
that spruce utilized the additionally available above-ground resources primarily for increased 
DBH growth without significant morphological adaptations to the altered environment. Norway 
spruce’s crowns feature rather slow but steady lateral expansion, seemingly almost unaffected by 
gap emergence. The expected asymmetry of lateral growth (towards gap vs the rest of the stand), 
while existent (Fig. 4), develops only slowly over time so that it is only significant during the last 
period. This was not unexpected, since conifers tend to feature low growth towards light (Muth 
and Bazzaz 2002). Seidel et al. 2016 found similar results comparing Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 
menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) growing at the border to gaps and under normal spacing, where signifi-
cant differences in lateral crown extension between both groups could not be observed and the 
major differences lied in lower crown base height as well as a lower height of maximum crown 
projection of the gap trees. Both significant changes in crown basal height as well the maximum 
height could not be observed in our study. This however is likely a result of the shorter timespan 
from 2006 until 2012 in comparison to Seidel et al. 2016 as well as the smaller gap sizes involved 
and, as a consequence thereof, rather fast closure of our gaps.

For European beech in contrast to spruce, during the first two years after gap emergence, we 
observed fast lateral crown expansion followed by a sharp decrease in crown size. Unfortunately, 
the decrease could, based on our data, not be attributed to a particular event with certainty. It seems 
likely however, that the observed lateral crown retreat was caused by one or several weather events, 
especially storms which resulted in mechanical damage. Another conceivable cause for the observed 
crown retreat could, as a result of the rapid initial crown expansion and the resulting increase in 
competition, be mechanical abrasion between crowns which may be one of the substantial driv-
ers of above-ground competition (Franco 1986; Hajek et al. 2015). Even though the gaps are free 
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space, their size allows contact of trees even on opposite sides of the gap given strong enough 
winds. The high plasticity of European beech and the resulting strong morphological reaction to 
the emergence of gaps is also reflected in the allocation ratios (Fig. 3) which show a strong bias 
towards lateral crown expansion during the first two years, whereby the expansion itself is biased 
towards the gap space. Also, beech’s efficiency of space occupation, while generally on a higher 
level than spruce, rises after gap cutting and then comes down to before-gap levels. The efficiency 
of space exploitation and biomass investment, are below the values of spruce and in the case of 
EEX show no clear trend over time and a downtrend in the case of EBI. Concluding the individual 
tree dynamics with the rapid closing observed in the whole gap development, European beech 
seems to strongly react to the new gap space, utilizing the new above-ground resources in favor 
of fast space occupation and its associated competitive effects, initially even to the cost of reduced 
DBH and biomass growth.

Multi-layering of crowns existed in all three gaps from the beginning and increased over time. 
Thereby, the gap comprised of pure spruce displayed the least tendency towards multi-layering, 
beech the highest and the mixed gap lied in between. This as well showed the much higher crown 
plasticity of European beech resulting in the development and the ability to maintain overlapping 
crowns (Pretzsch and Schütze 2005). All in all, our observations fit rather well in the context of 
former studies on allometry and growing space efficiency of spruce and beech (Pretzsch and Schütze 
2005; Dieler and Pretzsch 2013; Bayer et al. 2013)

4.2 Ecological implications

In crowded plant communities larger individuals often claim a disproportionate share of contested 
resources and supress their less competitive neighbours, leading to size-asymmetric competition 
(Schwinning and Weiner 1998; Weiner and Damgaard 2006). In temperate forests, where light is 
often the primary limit to tree growth, the existence of taller trees with a higher potential for light 
interception often cause such size-asymmetric competition (Wichmann 2002).

Space serves as an important abstraction for above-ground resources, because the actual 
distribution and availability of resources within the canopy space, light for example, are hard to 
measure. Some authors argue that space may even be considered a resource itself (Grams and 
Lüttge 2011). Abundance, shape and size of gaps within the canopy therefore play a key role in the 
mechanisms of stand dynamics. The relevance of gaps, their emergence and dynamics for competi-
tion and stand development and productivity may be stressed by the following estimation. A 3% 
annual rate of tree loss due to mortality or thinning means a gap area of 300 m2 per hectare and 
year. Over a rotation period of 100 years, the transient gap area caused by this drop out process 
amounts to about 30 000 m2, i.e. 3.0 ha (Pretzsch 2014). Growing space is repeatedly contested by 
neighbouring trees, occupied, released due to mortality and thinning and recaptured by the most 
competitive individuals (Bauhus 2009).

After, when planted several thousand or, when naturally regenerated even millions of indi-
vidual trees contributed to the process of competitive space capturing and recapturing, about 50 
to 100 trees per ha are left within a mature stand. These ever-emerging gaps are occupied faster 
and more completely by species featuring high crown plasticity. Especially in more or less mono-
layer stands this ongoing mortality and subsequent closure by crown extension causes a continuous 
opening up of the canopy.

Crown size and accordingly gap size increases with tree age, and as larger gaps need more 
time to be recaptured by neighbours and older trees’ lateral shoot growth is rather slow the crown 
re-coverage becomes more sluggish with increasing stand age. The ongoing gap dynamics is 
probably the main reason why even in un-thinned mono-layered pure stands 5–15% of the stand 
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area remains uncovered by crowns (Wiedemann 1951). In temperate forests, where individual tree 
growth is mainly light limited, gaps are faster closed by crown extension above ground than by 
tree root extension below-ground (Bauhus 2009). Those species with higher crown plasticity can 
achieve more additional canopy space by faster and more extensive gap occupation equivalent 
with additional resource capture and competitive strength. Especially gaps caused abruptly by 
thinning favour those species with quick and wide extension capacity. Additional growing space 
due to mortality emerges more continuously and is gradually occupied by neighbours already in 
advance of tree death.

Among the most important factors for the competitive strength of a tree species are its 
capability of long-term adaptation, for example by genotypic variation and its ability to quickly 
acclimate to changing environments, which itself is dependent on genetic predisposition. In com-
parison to Norway spruce, European beech displays superior competitive strength under a majority 
of Central European site conditions. A key aspect of its success lies in its high crown plasticity and 
adaptability which is often demonstrated by variations of branch angles, ramification or differing 
branch curvature for example (Bayer et al. 2013).

4.3 Impacts of forest function and services

The competitive strength of European beech (Fischer 1995) in Central Europe’s natural forest 
systems is strongly driven by its ability to morphologically adapt to its surroundings (Dieler and 
Pretzsch 2013; Bayer et al. 2013) and the fast occupation of available growing space it demonstrated 
in this study. Thereby, not only is beech able to secure space and its resources for itself but also to 
deny competitors access to the same resources and to hold back competitors from the understory 
(Pretzsch and Schütze 2009). Fast crown expansion and its associated faster and more complete 
exploitation of growing space may be favourable in concerning future growth and yield, however 
larger crowns have negative economic effects, namely on tree value, as well. Lower height of the 
crown base, knottiness, stem-bending and irregularities of tree-ring width for example, are often 
more prevalent in more complex stands (Macdonald et al. 2010; Pretzsch and Rais 2016).

The size and structure of crowns and gaps and their development over time also determine 
a major part of habitat formation. In fact, the plant community and its structure frequently define 
the majority of a habitat’s physical environment which plays a key role in the distribution and 
interaction of animal species (Lawton 1983; McCoy and Bell 1991). Plant species diversity or 
structural complexity are often positively correlated with animal species diversity (Tews et al. 
2004). In contrast to trees growing within the stand interior under more regular spacing, trees 
growing at the border to gaps develop different crown shapes. Especially species featuring high 
crown plasticity are likely to, among other traits, develop more asymmetric crown shapes, longer 
branches and, given a big enough gap and time, lower crown base heights during the process of 
space occupation. The resulting variety provides a larger set of different habitat structures and may 
enable certain animal species, which would otherwise not be able, to inhabit a stand (North et al. 
1999; Hinsley et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2012).

4.4 Methodological considerations

The application of two- and three-dimensional α-shapes of TLS point clouds facilitates the quanti-
fication of volume, surface and projection area of individual tree crowns as well as tree groups and 
gaps on a more detailed level than classical dendrometrical methods under reasonable efforts. To 
some extent, inhomogeneous point densities, occlusion and noise within the TLS data compromise 
the quality of raw point clouds within forest stands. The upper canopy regions are usually clearly 
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more affected than the lower ones. Due to multiple scan positions per measurement including 
one at the gap center and the use of the respective device’s last-pulse mode, we minimized these 
issues. Three dimensional measurements, for example crown volume calculations, can still be 
affected. Two-dimensional data, in our case the projections of the originally three-dimensional 
point clouds onto the xy-plane are hardly compromised because higher crown parts are for the 
most part occluded by lower crown parts of the same tree and therefore still represented within 
the respective alpha shapes.

We used two different scanners. The older scanner (Riegl LMS-Z360) was used for the first 
two measurement dates (2006 and 2008). Its predecessor model (Riegl LMS-Z420i) was used for 
the later scans of 2010 and 2012. Both devices are high precision instruments. Potential differences 
in accuracy would be in the order of magnitude of millimeters (Table 1) and therefore should not 
have had any significant impact on our results. The biggest issue of a study relying so heavily on 
α-shapes is the choice of proper α-values. We optimized our choice of α by picking the smallest 
member of a series of alpha values which still yielded α-shapes in compliance with the expected 
behavior of the relationship between α-value, surface and volume. Thus recreating the most detailed 
representation of the respective individual tree.

Real TLS time-series and actual observations of structural development over several years 
are still very rare in forest research and cannot quickly be produced. Unfortunately, we had only 
three gaps under observation from the beginning, resulting in a rather small sample size. Future 
experiments are going to include a larger number of gaps as well as different sites, species and 
species combinations.

5 Conclusions

In compliance with former studies (Bayer et al. 2013; Seidel et al. 2016), we found terrestrial laser 
scanning to be a suitable tool to accurately measure, and as a consequence thereof, better understand 
forest structures. Gaps and their dynamics are a major factor in the manifestation of a stand’s light 
regime, competition and the architecture of individual trees. Thus, wood quality, growth, habitat 
and biodiversity among others are heavily influenced by gap dynamics.

The importance of forest gaps and their dynamics gain even more relevance as knowledge 
about the value of spatial variability of forest stands increases and forest management strategies 
more and more involve transitions towards more heterogeneous mixed-species stands where sil-
viculturally generated gaps play a key role. Next to direct economic and ecological impacts, gap 
dynamics and especially the quickness of closure of gaps are a major concern in protective forest 
stands. Depending on the circumstances, hydrologic balance, soil protection and preservation, as 
well as mechanical stabilization within for example the scope of landslide prevention in montane 
regions, are often major elements of management plans. To enhance knowledge about gap dynam-
ics and the process of a stand’s reestablishment of economical, ecological and protective functions 
after disturbances is therefore crucial for sound management decisions.

Analyzing a larger number of forest gaps encompassing a variety of stand structures and 
species compositions are subjects for further research. Thereby, the utilization of state of the art 
hardware such as the latest TLS devices as well as advancements and the development of more 
sophisticated data interpretation methodologies show great potential to yield more comprehensive 
insights and constitute a valuable contribution towards a more complete understanding of forest 
gaps and their dynamics.
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Structural response of black locust1

(Robinia pseudoacacia L.) and2

small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata Mill.) to3

varying urban environments analyzed by4

terrestrial laser scanning. Implications for5

ecological functions and services6

Dominik Bayer *†, Astrid Moser*, Thomas Rötzer*, Hans Pretzsch*7

Abstract8

Structure and morphology of urban trees are hardly quantified so far, especially in regard to9

variations caused by altering urban environments. However, structure and functions of trees10

are heavily interwoven. In fact, knowledge about structural attributes is essential for a better11

understanding of urban ecosystem functions and services. In order to scrutinize spatially explicit12

and detailed structural attributes under varying urban environments, we acquired terrestrial13

laser scans and applied the according methodological approaches to the common urban tree14

species black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) and small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata Mill.). We15

analyzed 52 small-leaved limes and 41 black locust trees within the city of Munich. Species as16

well as growing location had a significant effect on the height-diameter relation. We also found17

greater crown volumes for small-leaved lime. Black locust however, displayed more crown18

projection area and likely more shade efficient crown shapes at similar volumes. Stem inclination19

of black locust was found to be higher in parks than in street canyons with town squares lying20

in between. Furthermore, black locust displayed heavy crown center displacements in park21

areas, likely caused by competition with neighbors. The angles of main branches did not differ22

significantly between both species nor between the growing location. Branch angles, branch23

bending, the length of the branches as well as species and growing location had a significant24

effect on vertical crown center position, i.e. general crown shape. Surface complexity of lime25

is lower than of black locust, with its lowest manifestation in parks. Fractal-like crown surface26

structures, increasing surface roughness and complexity, were found to be more pronounced27

for black locust than for small-leaved lime. Thereby, black locust featured the highest crown28

surface complexity in parks, the lowest in street canyons. The results suggest that studies on29

spatially explicit tree structures may contribute to more target oriented tree plantings and thus,30

more effective exploitation of ecosystem services and benefits.31

Keywords: TLS; LiDAR; crown plasticity; tree morphology; skeletonization; crown surface; space32

filling; urban ecosystems; allometry33
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1 Introduction34

Within urban landscapes, many environmental challenges are important for human health and35

well-being but costly to mitigate (Livesley et al., 2016). Given enough understanding, urban planers36

might exploit ecosystem services and functions in order to address these challenges. Consequently,37

trees are a key aspect in urban green space planning. Besides aesthetic considerations, structural38

traits, for example size, shape and density, surface complexity and transparency of tree crowns39

are among the most important drivers of their ecological features and benefits (Bolund and40

Hunhammar, 1999; Gómez-Baggethun and Barton, 2013). Urban trees are not only important for41

pedestrian comfort by providing aesthetic benefits, rain-cover, shade and wind-flow mitigation42

(Mochida and Lun, 2008; Mochida et al., 2008) but can also help to save energy on larger scales due43

to air cleaning, cooling (Rahman et al., 2017), wind buffering and shading (McPherson et al., 1997;44

Rosenfeld et al., 1998). Potential noise reduction (Aylor, 1972; Kragh, 1981; Fang and Ling, 2003),45

temperature management (Akbari et al., 2001; Akbari, 2005; Bolund and Hunhammar, 1999; Hardin46

and Jensen, 2007), waterflow regulation and water runoff mitigation (Higgens et al., 1997; Villarreal47

and Bengtsson, 2005; Pataki et al., 2011), wind-flow (Mochida and Lun, 2008; Mochida et al., 2008),48

air purification (Nowak, 1994, 1996; Escobedo and Nowak, 2009) and habitat functionality (Hinsley49

et al., 2009; Goetz et al., 2010; Tews et al., 2004; Müller et al., 2012) are directly related to tree50

structure as well.51

As awareness of the potential benefits of urban trees grows, a better understanding how and52

under what circumstances services can be expected, designed, planned and optimally exploited53

becomes increasingly relevant. In order to select the right tree species for planting in an urban54

location, to ensure tree health and provided benefits, knowledge about the growth of the respective55

tree species and its structural development from planting to maturity is essential (Peper et al., 2014).56

However, even for the most common urban tree species, research about tree structure, morphology57

and growth is scarce. Even more so, if the variation of these traits at different tree ages (Kjelgren58

and Clark, 1992; Rust, 2014) and under varying urban environments such as streets, public squares,59

parking sites, etc. is considered. Because urban site conditions are totally different from forest60

site conditions (Nowak et al., 1990), knowledge from forest research cannot be applied. Moreover,61

even existing data of urban trees cannot simply be transferred to other cities and different climates62

because of distinct maintenance practices and differing durations of growing seasons (Peper et al.,63

2001a,b).64

Taking tree age and varying urban environment into account, Moser et al. (2015) for example,65

studied the growth patterns and services of the two common but physiologically contrasting tree66
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species Tilia cordata and Robinia pseudoacacia to uncover growth relationships and the development67

of provided benefits over age in three typical urban site categories (street canyons, public squares68

and parks). Nonetheless, tree growth and structure are usually described and modeled using69

classical dendrometrical measurements such as diameter at breast height (dbh) and tree height and70

thus, are rather limited in detail and resolution. However, advanced, spatially explicit measurement71

techniques have emerged during the last decades.72

Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) provides high resolution three dimensional data. In archaeol-73

ogy, architecture, geology and several other fields, TLS is already extensively used and may be74

considered common practice (Vosselmann and Maas, 2010). In forest research, recent TLS-based75

methodologies have begun to outgrow pure methodological development (e.g. Côté et al., 2011;76

Hackenberg et al., 2015; Olivier et al., 2016; Olivier and Robert, 2017; Kelbe et al., 2017). More and77

more, results based on TLS data contributes to the understanding of forest (e.g. Bayer et al., 2013;78

Seidel et al., 2016; Liang et al., 2016) and in some cases urban ecosystems (e.g. Jones et al., 2016).79

As one of the first studies, Bayer et al. (2013) used terrestrial laser scanning beyond the scope of80

pure methodology to gain more detailed knowledge about the structure of trees and the resulting81

implications for a forest stand’s functioning.82

In order to quantify structural attributes of small-leaved lime and black locust in urban envi-83

ronments, we scanned 52 small-leaved lime and 41 black locust trees within the city of Munich84

growing at streets canyons, public places and parks. Based on this, we investigate (i) if the structure85

of black locust and small-leaved lime can be comprehensively described and quantified within86

urban environments by terrestrial laser scanning, (ii) if the structure differs between black locust87

and small-leaved lime growing under urban conditions, (iii) if there are structural differences88

within tree species, depending on the surroundings (street, place, park). Lastly, we discuss, (iv)89

implications of found structural attributes for functions and urban ecosystem services.90

2 Material and Methods91

2.1 Study Area and Sample Trees92

The sample trees (Tab. 1) are located within the city of Munich (48°09’ N, 11°35’ E, 519 m above sea93

level) in southern Germany. On long-term (1961-1990), the annual precipitation amounts to 95994

mm, while the mean temperature averages at 9.1°C (DWD, 2015).95

Within the municipal area of Munich, 750.000 trees have been planted according to tree inven-96

tories. For our study, 42 T. cordata and 41 R. pseudoacacia trees have been measured by a Riegl97
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LMS-Z420i terrestrial laser scanner (Tab. 1). Besides the TLS scans, stem diameter data at the98

height of 1.3 m (dbh) has been collected using standard diameter measurement tapes. We chose the99

tree species Tilia cordata and Robinia pseudoacacia for our study because they are among the most100

common urban trees in Munich (Pauleit et al., 2002) and represent considerably different ecological101

features (Moser et al., 2015, 2016). The overall tree selection was based on visual impression so that102

damaged, low-forked and pruned trees have not been included. Depending on their respective103

surroundings, each measured tree was classified as park tree (Pa), street tree (St) or tree growing104

at town squares (Ts). Park trees were defined as growing in a green space without surrounding105

buildings. Street trees were defined when planted within a street canyon and trees at town squares106

were classified when growing free-standing in smaller, mostly paved places.107

2.2 TLS Scan Acquisition108

A Riegl LMS-Z420i TLS-System was used for the tree scanning. The device works based on the109

time-of-flight principle. A short near-infrared laser impulse is emitted towards a specified direction.110

Once a target is hit, a part of the light is reflected back towards the device’s sensor. The time111

between the emission and the return of the impulse in combination with the speed of light in air112

yield the distance to the target. The specified azimuth and inclination are recorded with a precision113

of 0.002°. Combining each measured distance and direction of a large number of consecutive114

measurements yields the spherical coordinates representing a precise three dimensional image of115

the scanned region.116

A typical problem with laser scanning of tree crowns is, that objects behind other targets cannot117

be measured (Hilker et al., 2010). While the sight on tree crowns in urban areas is usually much less118

prone to being blocked by neighboring trees and other objects than it is in forests, self-occlusion119

can still be detrimental to the overall data quality of individual trees (Bayer et al., 2013; Olivier120

et al., 2016). To overcome this, we combined the point-clouds of scans from opposing sides of each121

sample tree and used the a distance measurement mode called last-pulse. Hereby, not the first but122

the last echo of the laser pulse is recorded, favoring deeper penetration of the crown while still123

yielding an accurate representation of the crown’s periphery. Furthermore, we acquired scans of124

our sample trees under leaved and leafless conditions in order to provide the best suited data basis125

for specific target parameters. We used leafless scans for the measurement of skeletal structure and126

leaved scans for crown shapes and inner density distribution, for example.127

The TLS-device’s manufacturer’s software RiSCAN Pro has been used for the preprocessing of128

the point clouds. By exclusion of everything not being part of the respective tree’s point-cloud -129
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such as buildings, vehicles, and ground for example - each individual tree’s TLS data was isolated.130

Our sample tree data was then exported and converted into various formats for further processing.131

2.3 Skeletonization132

In order to quantify the inner crown structure of the sample trees, we used a specific software133

developed by Bayer et al. (2013). Hereby, the tree’s skeletal structure is recorded semi-manually by134

three-dimensionally visualizing the point-cloud. Then, the user interactively defines the course of135

the stem axis and individual branches by successively assigning segments of a given branch or stem136

through a dedicated graphical user-interface. Since the acquired skeleton contains information137

about the hierarchical structure of a tree’s inner crown, information on attributes such as stem138

inclination, branch angle, branch shape, branch length and the crooking of branches can be derived.139

In the scope of this study, we concentrated on the stem and the primary branches.140

The smallest possible angle ϕ between a vector~z, which is aligned towards the earth’s center141

of gravity, and a vector ~s between the branch or stem base and a point in a freely definable142

measurement distance d is given by the scalar product of both vectors. ~s is defined by the143

intersection between a hypothetical sphere with r = d around the branch base b and the branch144

segment that penetrates the sphere and therefore fulfills |~p1| < r < |~p2|, where p1 is the position145

vector of the beginning and p2 of the end of the segment.146

cos(ϕb) =
~s ∗~z
|~s| ∗ |~z| , (1)

147

~s = ~p1 +
−t2 +

√
t2
2 − 4t1t3

2t1
(~p2 − ~p1) (2)

with148

t1 = (xp2 − xp1)
2 + (yp2 − yp1)

2 + (zp2 − zp1)
2

149

t2 = 2((xp2 − xp1)(xp1 − bx) + (yp2 − yp1)(yp1 − by) + (zp2 − zp1)(zp1 − bz))

150

t3 = b2
x + b2

y + b2
z + xp1 + yp1 + zp1 − 2(bx xp1 + byyp1 + bzzp1)− r2

The branch length lb is defined as the sum of lengths of all branch segments belonging to the151

respective branch. Thus, the curvature of the branch is taken into account by lb. Following this,152

the crooking of the measured branches was determined by the quotient of lb and the Euclidean153

distance between branch base b and the end of the branch e.154

lb =
n

∑
i=1
|~ssi − ~sei| (3)
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crook =
lb
|~b−~e|

(4)

2.4 Alpha shape calculations155

In order to describe the volume and surface properties of the scanned trees, we applied general-156

izations of the convex hull of a given point-set based on Delauny-triangulation. These so-called157

α-shapes (Edelsbrunner et al., 1983; Edelsbrunner and Mücke, 1994) are adjustable concerning the158

level of detail in which they represent their respective point-clouds by altering their α-value. Since159

the shape is built from mostly irregular tetrahedrons, the volume V of an α-shape is the sum of all160

tetrahedrons included within it.161

V =
n

∑
i=1

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√

1
288
∗ det
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(5)

During the α-shape generation, a normal vector ~Ni is generated for each triangle on the shape’s162

boundary. Its magnitude is proportional to the area Ai of the triangle’s surface.163

|~Ni| ∼ Ai (6)

Therefore, the sum of magnitudes of all ~Ni, scaled by a factor C according to the measurement unit164

equals the total surface S of a given α-shape.165

S =
n

∑
i=1
|~Ni| ∗ C (7)

To further analyze the crown surface and describe its structural complexity, we calculated a166

series of α-shapes. With smaller α-values, i. e. smaller measurement scales, the measured value for167

volume decreases. This means that within a series of α-shape calculations with α ranging from168

small to large, we get a non-linear relationship between α-value and volume of the point cloud’s169

shape (Fig. 1). After linearization of the curve (Eq. 8), differences in the slopes of β1 show how170

strongly the surface complexity of an individual tree influences the respective measured α-shapes’171

values. The benefit of this method lies in the characteristic that the rate of change β1 is independent172

of individual tree size and gives an estimation of the fractal properties and structural complexity173
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of the crown’s surface.174

ln(V) = β0 + β1 ∗
1
α

(8)

Furthermore, α-shape series solve another issue with α-shape application in general. Depending175

on the quality of the point cloud and its resolution, it can be hard to determine the smallest sensible176

α-value. Too large values yield coarse hulls and lead to the loss of many details. Choosing α-values177

which are too small however, may result in an incomplete reconstruction of the point-cloud if the178

distance between boundary points on the surface cannot be covered by the α-shape’s application179

radius. Due to the fractal properties of surfaces, as long as the quality and resolution of the TLS180

point cloud is suited for the used α-values, decreasing α-values must result in increasing measured181

surfaces (Mandelbrot, 1967, 1983). The smallest α-value of a series still fulfilling this law can be182

considered as the smallest sensible α-value.183

2.5 Voxel space calculations184

For further analysis of structural parameters such as vertical and horizontal crow center displace-185

ment as well as point density distributions, we arranged the trees’ individual growing spaces into186

voxels of 0.5 m edge length. This allows for the analysis of point distributions and densities in187

regard to the spatial arrangement within the TLS point cloud. However, voxel representations of188

TLS clouds are less suited for the small scale analysis of structural attributes, like crown surface189

roughness for example. After that, we determined the three-dimensional center of the crown.190

Determining the center of a crown’s point cloud can be problematic. As a result of self occlusion191

within the crown, the point distribution within the crown is not uniform. Hence, averaging or192

applying ordinary least square - methods over a crown’s points set would lead to heavily skewed193

results. In fact, radial variations of the point density are among the parameters we are interested194

in. To overcome this, we treated all voxels equally and independently of the number of points195

contained within them. It is then possible to calculate the crown’s center of mass cm like that196

of a system of equal particles using only the crown’s shape without the influence of the point197

distribution. This means each voxel fulfills the following condition198

n

∑
i=1

mi(~vi −~cm) = 0, (9)

which leads to199

~cm =
1
M

n

∑
i=1

mi~vi, (10)
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where M represents the total hypothetical mass of the system, mi is the mass of an individual200

particle, which may be arbitrarily defined, e.g. as 1 in our case since all voxels are considered equal201

and vi defines the position of a given position vector of an individual voxel.202

The horizontal crown center displacement CDh was defined as the Euclidean distance between203

projections of the stem base b and the crown’s center cm onto the xy-plane of the coordinate system204

(Eq. 11). Vertically, the crown center position CDv was defined by the relation of the center’s height205

and the overall tree height (Eq. 12).206

CDh = |~bxy −~cxy| (11)

207

CDv =
cmz

h
(12)

In order to define the spherical, three-dimensional crown radius rc, we calculated the 95%208

quantile of all voxel distances d from the crown center ~cm (Eq. 13). Following the calculation of the209

three-dimensional crown center and the crown radius, we estimated the point density distribution210

within the crown volume. This was done in a similar fashion, however instead of calculating211

quantiles of voxel distances, we calculated quantiles (10%, 20%, 30%,..., 90%) of their point content.212

Then, the mean voxel distance from the crown center of voxels falling into a point density quantile213

has been determined, resulting in an estimation of the radial distribution of point densities.214

d =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|~vi −~cm| (13)

215

rρ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1
|~ρi −~cm| (14)

rρrel =
rρ

rcrown
(15)

3 Results216

All parameters included in the following models are statistically significant if not stated otherwise.217

The categorical variables species and growing location are dummy coded as 0 and 1 in order to218

represent the respective group’s statistical difference to the reference group. Where appropriate,219

after the initial model testing, post-hoc tests such as pairwise Tukey’s HSD have been conducted220

in order to analyze differences between groups, for example growing locations.221
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3.1 Tree Stem dimensions222

The basic descriptive size parameters diameter at breast height dbh, height h, slenderness ratio223

h/d, crown projection area CPA, crown volume V and crown surface area S are given in Tab. 2.224

The allometric relationship between dbh and height significantly depends on species as well as225

growing location (Adj. R2 = 0.71, p < 0.001, Eq. 16). T. cordata features lower h values than R.226

pseudoacacia over the majority of the measured dbh spectrum. However, the height increase per dbh227

(+0.32 ∗ ln(dbh)) is significantly more pronounced for T. cordata.228

ln(ĥ) = 1.79 + ln(dbh) ∗ (0.29 + 0.32 ∗ Tilia)− 1.18 ∗ Tilia− 0.22 ∗ Ts− 0.27 ∗ St (16)

T. cordata and R. pseudoacacia both show strong relations between α-shape derived (α = 0.5) crown229

size parameters and dbh as well as height. However, their specific allometries differ significantly230

(e.g. Fig. 2). Given comparable height and dbh, T. cordata develops significantly higher crown231

volumes (Adj. R2 = 0.70, p < 0.001, Eq. 17).232

ln(V̂) = −0.18 + 1.09 ∗ ln(dbh) + (1.67 ∗ ln(h)− 2.50) ∗ Tilia (17)

Besides dbh and h, the measured crown length lc significantly depend on species as well as233

growing location (Adj. R2 = 0.92, p < 0.001, Eq. 18)234

l̂c = −4.26 + 0.78 ∗ h + dbh ∗ (0.05 + Tilia ∗ (−0.09 ∗ Ts− 0.10 ∗ St)) + 2.37 ∗ Ts + 2.24 ∗ St (18)

Since both, CPA and crown volume V are crown size parameters, a highly significant relation235

between them exists. However, with comparable crown volume, R. pseudoacacia is able to cover236

more area on the ground (R2 = 0.92, p < 0.001, Eq. 19).237

ln(V̂) = ln(CPA) ∗ (1.23 ∗ Robinia + 1.30 ∗ Tilia) (19)

3.2 Crown Surface properties238

A series of α-shape volumes revealed the specific relationship between measurement unit and239

measured volume. The coefficient β1 of the relation serves as a proxy for the fractal properties240

of the measured point clouds and its surface complexity independently of tree size (Eq. 8). For241

R. pseudoacacia, our series of α-shape volumes showed significant differences between all three242

growing locations in relation between measured volume and chosen α-values (Fig. 3, Tab. 3). In243
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the case of T. cordata, there is no statistical difference between the trees in the parks and at the244

town squares. However, trees growing in a street environment showed a significantly different245

coefficient from park and town square trees.246

ln(V̂) = 5.77− (0.26− 0.15 ∗ Ts) ∗ Tilia + 0.13 ∗ Ts− 0.31 ∗ St− (0.47 + 0.18 ∗ Tilia)
1
α

(20)

Overall, R. pseudoacacia featured steeper slopes, suggesting more structural complexity within247

the crown periphery. While R. pseudoacacia park trees featured the steepest slope among growing248

locations, T. cordata park trees display the least slope of the measured groups. The high R2 values249

demonstrated the robustness of the underlying assumptions for the laws of the dependency of250

volume and surface on the chosen α-value.251

3.3 Crown Volume Properties252

Tab. 4 gives an overview of the descriptive statistics of the skeletal structure parameters as well253

as crown displacements. The horizontal displacement CDh of the crown center (Fig. 4) did not254

significantly change for T. cordata depending on its growing location. R. pseudoacacia however,255

showed a significant disparity between individuals growing in park areas (2.82 m) in comparison256

to both streets (0.72 m, p < 0.001) and town squares (0.95 m, p < 0.001) as well as all T. cordata257

groups (0.66 m - 0.87 m, all p < 0.001). Obviously, stem inclination ϕs and tree height h influence258

the horizontal crown displacement CDh. Yet, in an overall model for R. pseudoacacia ,259

ˆCDh = 0.075 ∗ ϕs + 0.06 ∗ h− 1.13 ∗ Ts− 1.27 ∗ St, (21)

the growing location park still yielded significantly different results from both other locations (Eq.260

21, Adj. R2 = 0.69, p < 0.001). This suggests, besides the strong effects of stem inclination and261

tree height, that the competition with surrounding trees itself lead to significantly distinct crown262

shapes of R. pseudoacacia. The vertical crown center displacement CDv (Fig. 4) is not dependent263

on bdh and h. However, within an overall model, branch angle ϕb, branch length lb, species and264

growing location are significant factors (Eq. 22, Adj. R2 = 0.44, p < 0.001).265

ˆCDv = 0.930 + 0.002 ∗ ϕb − 0.590 ∗ crook− 0.011 ∗ lb − 0.080 ∗ Tilia− 0.064 ∗ Pa− 0.045 ∗ St (22)

Similarly to the horizontal crown center displacement, there was no significant difference among266

the growing locations of T. cordata. Yet, it seems plausible that a larger sample size might have267
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yielded a distinct difference between town square and the park growing locations. R. pseudoacacia’s268

park groups differed significantly from both town square trees and street trees (p = 0.025).269

The stem inclination (Fig. 5) of R. pseudoacacia featured a significant difference between the270

growing location park and street (p = 0.038). Between growing locations of T. cordata as well271

as between both species, there were no further significant differences. The branch crook was272

significantly related to CPA, ϕb, and species (R2 = 0.27, p < 0.001). Branch angles ϕb as well as273

branch length lb had a significant impact on crown volume (Eq. 23, Adj. R2 = 0.63, p < 0.001). No274

distinct differences between species or growing locations could be found.275

ln(V̂) = 5.17− 0.019 ∗ ϕb + 0.371 ∗ ln(lb) (23)

In regard to the mean distances of voxels belonging to an individual tree crown’s point density276

quantile in relation to the spherical crown radius (Fig. 6), species had no significant impact. Within277

the T. cordata group, growing location as well had no significant effect on the relation between278

density quantile and its mean relative distance from the crown’s center. For R. pseudoacacia however,279

growing location plays a significant role in the density quantile-distance relation (Eq. 24, Adj.280

R2 = 0.57, p < 0.001).281

r̂ρrel = 0.817− 0.303 ∗ ρi + 0.026 ∗ Pl + 0.030 ∗ St (24)

4 Discussion282

4.1 Influence of Structure on Functions and Services283

In cities, green spaces provide an important cornerstone of social and cultural values (Chan284

et al., 2012). Moral, spiritual and aesthetic values are often influenced by the urban environment285

(Chiesura, 2004; Tyrväinen et al., 2005; Chan et al., 2012). Sense of community, place value, physical286

and mental health, social cohesion and environmental education values as well as a multitude of287

recreational opportunities make urban green spaces a major factor for the overall quality of life in288

cities (Gómez-Baggethun and Barton, 2013; Livesley et al., 2016). Contributions to these values289

through ecosystem services of urban trees, such as temperature regulation, shading, wind and290

rainfall sheltering, air purification, noise reduction, animal sighting and aesthetics, are related to291

tree structure.292
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Temperature Regulation and Shading293

Our results revealed larger crown volumes for small leaved lime than for black locust at comparable294

tree size. With similar crown volume, black locust displayed higher crown projection areas and a295

higher crown center in comparison to small leaved lime. Small-leaved lime however, is known to296

have denser crowns and therefore promotes a stronger shading effect. Furthermore, the higher297

amount of leaf area of urban small-laved limes within the crown results in a stronger average298

cooling effect through evapotranspiration than it is the case with black locust (Moser et al., 2015;299

Rahman et al., 2017). For both species, the growing location had no significant effect on crown300

volume and crown projection area.301

The combination of urban heat island effect, summer heat waves and global warming can have302

serious detrimental effects on the urban environment, human health and well-being (Hamin and303

Gurran, 2009; McGeehin and Mirabelli, 2001). Urban trees affect local temperatures by providing304

humidity and shade (Bolund and Hunhammar, 1999; Hardin and Jensen, 2007) as well as cooling305

through transpiration (Rahman et al., 2017), thus help to mitigate the urban heat-island-effect306

(Akbari et al., 2001). Ground temperatures may be considerably reduced depending on crown size,307

shape and leaf area index (Napolia et al., 2016; Kong et al., 2016). Urban green spaces regulate308

local temperatures by absorbing heat through evapotranspiration (Hardin and Jensen, 2007) and309

might be the most impactful and cost-efficient approach to mitigate future challenges (Norton310

et al., 2015). Canopy structure, i. e. the stand or group openness or spacing of individual trees and311

crown structures alter the wind resistance. Consequently, leaf area index, branching patterns or312

crown surface complexity affect the evapotranspirative potential of trees (Ringgaard et al., 2012;313

Sjöman et al., 2016). Ballinas and Barradas (2016) suggest, that increasing tree cover alone cannot314

mitigate the urban heat island effect adequately. Hence, the choice of appropriate tree species315

based on their respective ecology and structure is crucial.316

Windflow317

Based on our results, small-leaved lime might be more effective for the speed reduction of strong318

or cold winds than black locust. Small leave-lime’s larger crown size in combination with its319

lower crown center (see Fig. 4) and therefore potentially better sheltering at lower heights such320

as pedestrian levels might be a sensible choice, especially at wind exposed urban locations like321

town squares. The growing location of small-leaved lime did not significantly affect the relative322

crown center height. However, a larger sample size might have yielded the lowest crown centers323

at town squares and the highest in parks. Black locust displayed the lowest crown centers in street324
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canyons and at town squares where sheltering at low, i.e. pedestrian levels, is most beneficial. The325

differences for black locust were significant between parks and street canyons.326

Wind speed is one of the most important factors for pedestrian comfort. Besides buildings,327

urban trees are among the largest objects within cities. Therefore, in the turbulent wind-flowfield328

of street canyons, trees can be considered stationary subgrid-scale obstacles (Mochida and Lun,329

2008; Mochida et al., 2008). Crown size and shape which are strongly dependent on tree structure330

and tree dimension as well as air permeability, which itself is dependent on inner crown structure331

such as branching attributes, are major factors determining wind resistance (see Fig., 4 Roodbaraky332

et al., 1994; Stathopoulos, 2006). Wind speeds have been found to be considerably lower on the333

leeward side of urban trees, and negatively correlated with branch density (Sjöman et al., 2016).334

During winter months in particular, urban trees are able to contribute to the overall well-being of335

pedestrians by providing shelter from cold winds.336

Waterflow Regulation and Runoff Mitigation337

The finding that small-leaved lime features larger crown volumes than black locust suggests that338

its potential for interception of rain is higher. Also, the mean leaf are index of small-leaved limes339

under urban conditions was found to be higher than black locust’s (Moser et al., 2015), which340

further promotes interception. However, in the case of space restrictions, black locust with its341

ability to cover more projected area on the ground under comparable crown volume and generally342

smaller crowns than small-leaved lime might be a better choice for rain interception and sheltering.343

The high proportion of impermeable surfaces in urbanized landscapes increases the risk of storm344

water runoff and flash flooding by reducing the capacity for water uptake of the soil (Villarreal345

and Bengtsson, 2005; Walsh et al., 2012). These floodings might become increasingly problematic346

in regard to climate change and expected increases in the frequency of extreme rainfall events347

(Wissmar et al., 2004). Waterstreams in urban areas often suffer from considerably higher heavy348

metal, nitrate, phosphate, sulfate, carbon pollution than it is the case in comparably undeveloped349

catchments (Bernhardt et al., 2008; Kaushal and Belt, 2012). Through interception of rainfall, tree350

crowns decelerate flooding effects (Bolund and Hunhammar, 1999; Pataki et al., 2011). The amount351

of intercepted rain is heavily dependent on tree structure attributes such as crown shape and size,352

leaf area index and even structural details like leaf angles (Xiao et al., 2000).353

Air Purification354

Black locust with its more complex crown surfaces and more complex leaf morphology, may be355

more efficient filtering air pollutants than small-leaved lime. Considering the differences we found356
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in surface complexity, black locust might have the highest potential for air purification in parks,357

followed by town squares and the least potential in street canyons. High LAI values likely inhibit358

the particle filtering capabilities of tree crowns by reducing the inner crown wind speed and359

suppressing the turbulent deposition of atmospheric particles through impaction (Hofman et al.,360

2014), further increasing the purification potential of black locust in relation to small leaved lime.361

Small-leaved lime displayed the least crown surface complexity in parks. Yet, in parks the effect362

individual crown attributes might be overshadowed by the abundance of trees.363

Particulate air pollution is considered a serious health problem causing several respiratory and364

vascular illnesses in urban areas (e.g. Bind et al., 2016). Particle trapping efficiency of trees has been365

found to be dependent on structural attributes. Finer, more complex and thoroughly distributed366

foliage for example, results in stronger filtering effects (Beckett et al., 2000a,b). Furthermore,367

atmospheric pollutants such as O3, SO2, NO2 and CO are considerably cleared away as well368

(Nowak, 1994; Escobedo and Nowak, 2009; Calfapietra et al., 2016).369

Noise Reduction370

Urban noise, such as produced by traffic, construction, air- and railtraffic and other human371

activities, has non-trivial negative effects on human health and well-being (e.g. Fyhri and Klæboe,372

2009; Welch et al., 2013). Sound waves included in noise pollution are absorbed, deviated, reflected373

and refracted by trees (Aylor, 1972; Kragh, 1981; Ishii, 1994; Fang and Ling, 2003). The specific374

spatial arrangement of trees as well as their individual structural attributes can have considerable375

effects on noise levels and frequencies (Martı́nez-Sala et al., 2006). Crown density, size and the376

spatial arrangement of branches determine a tree’s structural suitability as effective acoustic377

elements of the urban landscape. However, in order to assess the noise reduction and alteration by378

different urban tree species, especially under varying growing environments, further research is379

essential (Pathak et al., 2011).380

Biodiversity381

Since our results for black locust suggest more complex crown structures compared to small-leaved382

lime, it may provide a wider range of habitats. The generally higher crown surface complexity in383

relation to small-leaved lime result in a higher abundance of concavities and gaps in the periphery384

of black locust crown which can be the decisive factor whether a tree is an appropriate habitat for385

certain species (e.g. Müller et al., 2012; Blakey et al., 2017). Furthermore, black locust displayed its386

highest crown surface complexities and crown displacements in parks, where biodiversity and the387

according animal sighting may enhance the desired recreational value.388
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Structural complexity and habitat diversity plays a big role for biodervisity (MacArthur and389

MacArthur, 1961; Bazzaz, 1975). Trees are, even in urban environments, among the dominating390

habitat-structure forming aspects of an ecosystem. Structural richness and variation of the habitat391

forming plants is often associated with animal species diversity (Tews et al., 2004). Differences392

in branch angles or crown surface for example might be the deciding factor wether a tree may393

serve as an appropriate habitat for certain bird species. Pena et al. (2017) found that street trees are394

able to mitigate negative effects of urbanization on certain bird species. High numbers of birds or395

butterflies (Melles et al., 2003; Blair, 1996; Blair and Launer, 1997), for instance, may contribute to396

the recreational value of urban green spaces.397

Ecosystem Disservices398

In contrast to the numerous benefits, some ecosystem functions of urban trees have effects which399

are mostly perceived as detrimental to human well-being (Lyytimäki and Sipilä, 2009). These400

detrimental effects are often neglected when assessing the effects of urban trees on their environ-401

ment. Disservices are often directly related to tree structure, for example in the case of pavement402

damage by rooting activities or the blocking of views (Lyytimäki et al., 2008). Corrosion of build-403

ings caused by bird excrements or animal digging may be related to habitat-forming structural404

tree attributes enhancing biodiversity (De Stefano and Deblinger, 2005; Lyytimäki and Sipilä,405

2009) and can indirectly be related to tree structures. Abundance of animals like rats, pigeons,406

wasps and mosquitoes are perceived as pests by a majority of people and may function as disease407

transmitters. Furthermore, several health issues are related to allergenic pollen release (Dales408

et al., 2008; Cariñanos and Casares-Porcel, 2011). Hereby, wind-pollinated species were found to409

display higher allergenicity values (Cariñanos et al., 2016). Structural attributes determining wind410

interaction such as crown permeability and leaf area density as well as surface complexity might411

influence pollination of individual trees.412

4.2 Using TLS to uncover tree structures413

Terrestrial laser scanning has been proven to yield valuable insights to tree structure and its414

implications for forest trees (e.g. Bayer et al., 2013; Seidel et al., 2016). Compared to forest trees,415

urban trees are methodologically a considerably easier subject for TLS devices, since occlusion by416

competing neighbor trees is seldom and if existent less substantial than in mature and comparably417

dense forest stands (Hilker et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2016). The calculation of voxel-based crown418

center positions effectively circumvents several problems in regards to point density gradients419
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within TLS data. Furthermore, voxel representations of point clouds allow spatially explicit420

analysis of point densities which may serve as a proxy for foliage distribution, for example. Point421

cloud volume and borders can be better represented and analyzed by α-shapes.422

While TLS methodologies for structural analysis of trees become more and more advanced423

(e.g. Hackenberg et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2016) many studies focus on the automated retrieval of424

parameters such as dbh, height, stem- and crown volume or tree mapping (Moskal and Zheng,425

2012; Holopainen et al., 2013). However, terrestrial laser scanning holds a lot of potential in terms426

of novel parameters such as the α-shape based approximation of the crown’s fractal-like periphery427

complexity as used in this study. However, measurements of the inner density distribution of428

crowns remains problematic, especially with single target devices like the one used in this study (Li429

et al., 2016; Kong et al., 2016). After combination of several scan positions and careful consideration430

of each scan’s scanner positioning, self occlusion still produces point density gradients within the431

measured point clouds. Therefore, our results regarding the radial point density distribution within432

the crown display a gradient and are best interpreted concerning deviations around a regression433

line for example. Recent, and even more so future advancements in the field of multi-target and434

full-waveform TLS sensors in combination with further methodological refinements might yield435

reliable and robust point density distributions. As such, better estimations of biomass and leaf436

area density distributions can be expected in the coming years.437

5 Conclusions438

In order to provide a better basis for the understanding, analysis and quantitative design of ur-439

ban green spaces and to optimize aesthetics as well as other ecosystem functions and services,440

knowledge about tree morphology under different urban environments is essential. Two of the441

most common tree species, black locust and small-leaved lime have been analyzed by terrestrial442

laser scanning. The combination of voxel based, α-shape based, and skeleton based evaluation of443

structural tree attributes yields novel insights into tree structure and holds great potential, espe-444

cially in regard to future methodological advancements. Significant structural differences not only445

between species but also varying urban environments have been found. To what extent our results446

can be applied to other cities is subject for further research. Considering the differences in local447

climates between different cities, it is conceivable, that for example structural attributes of a species448

significantly differ under otherwise comparable circumstances. While many studies acknowledge449

the importance of tree structure for specific ecosystem services, a lot more research about the450

structure of urban trees and the resulting implications for their respective ecosystem functions and451
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services is required. Terrestrial laser scanning may, especially in regard to increasing sophisticated452

methodological capabilities, provide a tool to deliver higher detailed empirical measurements of453

the 3D structure of trees. It may therefore serve as a basis for a better understanding, modeling454

and evaluation of ecosystem functions and services within urban environments.455
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Figures681

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of crown surface complexity estimation using a linearized α-shape
volume series. (l) Repeated α-shape calculations of the same point cloud with varying α-values
yield a non-linear relation between measured volume and α. (r) After the 1/α-transformation, the
coefficients measure the rate of volume decrease by measurement scale (α-value). Differences in
these rates are caused by differences in crown surface complexity on various scales. More negative
slopes indicate higher structural complexity of the crown periphery.
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Figure 2: Allometric relations between α-shape derived crown volume and dbh (top row) as well
as h (bottom row) for T. cordata (left column) and R. pseudoacacia (right column) (Eq. 17)
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shapes. Absolute ln(V) values have been shifted to 0.0 for α = 0.25 for better visualization
and comparability of the differences between coefficients (β1). Negative slopes suggest a higher
fractal-like surface complexity of the crown.
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Figure 4: Horizontal crown center displacement (top) and relative vertical crown center position
(bottom) by species and growing location. Bars mark the one-fold standard error
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Tables682

Table 1: Overview of the scanned sample trees by species and growing location.

N dbh (cm) se h (m) se

Tilia c.
Park 8 26.7 3.2 12.5 1.2
Place 14 37.9 5.1 12.9 1.1
Street 30 26.5 2.3 11.2 0.7

Robinia p.
Park 7 43.2 10.8 19.3 2.0
Place 11 37.8 4.5 14.3 1.0
Street 23 35.1 4.3 12.4 0.7
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Table 2: Size parameters of T. cordata and R. pseudoacacia by growing location. Crown projection
area CPA, volume V and Surface area S derived from two- (CPA) and three-dimensional (V and S)
α-shapes (α = 0.5)

dbh (cm) se h (m) se h/d se CPA (m2) se V (m3) se S (m2) se

T. cordata
Park 26.7 3.2 12.5 1.2 0.48 0.03 45.1 7.5 214.6 46.3 548.0 109.7
Town square 37.9 5.1 12.9 1.1 0.39 0.04 57.0 8.8 216.7 36.7 860.2 154.2
Street 26.5 2.3 11.2 0.7 0.45 0.02 46.3 7.8 160.2 31.0 712.2 152.8

R. pseudoacacia
Park 43.2 10.8 19.3 2.0 0.65 0.15 77.2 27.1 211.6 105.0 1226.3 583.1
Town square 37.8 4.5 14.3 1.0 0.42 0.04 60.0 9.0 196.9 40.0 912.6 184.3
Street 35.1 4.3 12.4 0.7 0.48 0.06 49.1 6.0 136.5 17.8 592.7 89.1
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Table 3: Alpha shape logarithmic volume series model parameters for Tilia cordata (Adj. R2 = 0.96,
p < 0.001) and Robinia pseudoacacia (Adj. R2 = 0.97, p < 0.001) as well as growing locations town
square (Ts) and street canyon (St) in comparison to the reference growing location park.

βi se p

T. cordata

Intercept 5.51 0.038 0.000 ***
Ts -0.02 0.042 0.681
St -0.42 0.042 0.000 ***
1/α -0.28 0.026 0.000 ***

R. pseudoacacia

Intercept 5.77 0.042 0.000 ***
Ts 0.13 0.046 0.025 *
St -0.31 0.046 0.000 ***
1/α -0.47 0.028 0.000 ***
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Appendix683

Abbreviations684

Ts Growing location: Town square685

St Growing location: Street canyon686

Pa Growing location: Park687

Tilia Dummy coded Tilia cordata688

Robinia Dummy coded Robinia pseudoacacia689

CDh Crown center displacement690

CDv Vertical crown position691

V Crown volume. Derived from α shapes.692

CPA Crown projection area. Derived from α shapes.693

ϕb Branch angle694

ϕs Stem inclination695

lb Branch length696

ρ Point density quantile of voxel-arranged point cloud cloud697

698
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Table 4: Tree skeleton parameters. ϕs stem inclination, CDh horizontal crown displacement, CDv
vertical crown displacement, ϕb branch angle from branch base to branch end, lb branch length,
crook relation between actual branch length and straight line from branch base to branch end.

ϕs (°) se CDh se CDv se ϕb (°) se lb (m) se crook se

T. cordata
Park 5.5 1.1 0.66 0.12 0.49 0.013 134.1 5.7 5.17 0.79 0.93 0.007
Place 7.7 2.6 0.81 0.24 0.43 0.015 132.1 5.0 5.96 0.71 0.93 0.011
Street 4.4 0.5 0.87 0.13 0.47 0.012 128.6 2.9 5.21 0.47 0.93 0.006

R. pseudoacacia
Park 10.6 2.7 2.82 0.47 0.64 0.045 137.3 4.0 7.62 0.70 0.88 0.018
Place 4.7 1.0 0.95 0.22 0.54 0.026 128.9 4.5 4.89 0.62 0.92 0.012
Street 4.9 1.1 0.72 0.12 0.54 0.014 131.9 3.1 5.43 0.50 0.91 0.010
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